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SUMMARY 
Nuclear beta decay is used as a means of either determining 
nuclear wave functions or testing nuclear models. Two particle Nilsson 
wave functions have been employed to calculate the nuclear matrix ele­
ments for the decay of
 7 B R e 1 8 6 and S 9 T m 1 7 0 , two odd-odd nuclei that have 
similar decay schemes. It has been found^ that they are in good agree­
ment with experiment for the decay of R e 1 8 8 but in poor agreement for 
the decay of Tm 1 7 0. 
To determine whether this discrepancy is due to the particular 
wave functions used or to the radial approximations which have been uti­
lized in the evaluation of these matrix elements, the beta decay ob-
servables are calculated without making use of the above approximations. 
To do this, expressions for the normalized shape factor and the beta-
gamma angular correlation were developed. This was done using the V-A 
beta decay law under the assumptions that the nuclei could be treated 
non-relativistically and that the emitted electron sees the uniform 
charge distribution of the daughter nucleus. 
The radial Dirac equation was solved numerically for the electron 
wave functions both for a uniform charge distribution and a Fermi charge 
distribution (Hofstadter potential). It appeared that the more realistic 
Fermi charge distribution would not significantly change the results; 
hence the rest of the analysis was carried out with the simpler uniform 
charge distribution. 
viii 
Next, using two particle Nilsson wave functions, the radial inte­
grals for various initial and final Nilsson parameters were integrated 
numerically and the observables obtained in this manner were compared 
(l) with experiment, (2) with the values obtained using the radial 
approximation, and (3) with the two term Buhring approximation. For 
the case of R e 1 8 6 and Tm 1 7 0, the elimination of this approximation did 
not significantly effect the calculated observables. Hence the two 
particle Nilsson intrinsic wave functions used are not valid for T m 1 7 0 
but do fit the experimental results for R e 1 8 6 rather well. 
Finally, in the last c h a p t e r , two m e t h o d s are d e s c r i b e d that c o u l d 
be used to test the validity of the radial approximations for a particu­
lar calculation. 
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C H A P T E R I 
I N T R O D U C T I O N 
A 
WHEN A R A D I O A C T I V E NUCLEUS UNDERGOES B E T A D E C A Y 
A . A * -
S E V E R A L O B S E R V A B L E S CAN H E M E A S U R E D I N T H E L A B O R A T O R Y . TWO E X A M P L E S 
A R E , T H E P R O B A B I L I T Y THAT S U C H A D E C A Y W I L L OCCUR AND T H E P R O B A B I L I T Y 
T H A T T H E E L E C T R O N ( E ~ ) B E I N G E M I T T E D W I L L HAVE A MOMENTUM O F M A G N I T U D E 
P . I F T H E DAUGHTER NUCLEUS % + - ^ I T S E L F T H E N D E C A Y S B Y E M I T T I N G A GAMMA 
R A Y 
. Z + L Z + L 1 Y 
T H E N T H E P R O B A B I L I T Y T H A T T H E GAMMA R A Y I S E M I T T E D AT A C E R T A I N A N G L E 
W I T H R E S P E C T TO T H E E L E C T R O N CAN B E E X P E R I M E N T A L L Y D E T E R M I N E D . 
T H E S E E X P E R I M E N T A L D A T A D E P E N D UPON THE P R O P E R T I E S O F T H E N U C L E I 
AND T H E L E P T O N S ( E L E C T R O N S AND N E U T R I N O S ) AS W E L L AS T H E B E T A D E C A Y 
I N T E R A C T I O N . 
T H E P R O P E R T I E S O F T H E L E P T O N S ARE B E L I E V E D TO B E A D E Q U A T E L Y 
D E S C R I B E D B Y D I R A C ' S R E L A T I V I S T I C M E C H A N I C S . S I N C E 195& AND T H E D I S C O V E R Y 
O F N O N - C O N S E R V A T I O N OF P A R I T Y , I T I S B E L I E V E D THAT T H E V - A B E T A D E C A Y LAW 
I S A D E Q U A T E T O D E S C R I B E T H E I N T E R A C T I O N WHEN T H E MOMENTUM I N V O L V E D I S 
R E L A T I V E L Y L O W . 
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The object of beta decay theory now is to develop a formulation, 
using the V-A law and Dirac theory, to utilize the experimental data to 
detrmine the properties of nuclei. This is done in the framework of 
quantum theory. First order perturbation theory is used since beta decay 
is a weak interaction. 
To calculate any of the beta decay observables, it is necesary 
to evaluate the beta decay matrix elments 
H i i = ilr_ 0 A', ilr 0 i d T yI (i yi ye (i Yv 
After inserting the explicit forms of the wel understood parts of this 
matrix elment, namely the electron and neutrino wave functions, i|r and 
\|r^, as wel as the Dirac operators, 0 , this is in too general a form to 
use for the determination of the nuclear contribution to this interaction, 
i|f^  and i|r . The next step is to asume a model of the nucleus that is 
simple enough to be useful but is suficiently general to incorporate 
al of the various known nuclear phenomena. 
One model that is employed is the unifed model. This incorporates 
the features of the liquid drop model, which explained fission in the 
late thirties, with the single particle model, which explained the magic 
numbers in the late forties. It exploits the observation that low lying 
nuclear energy levels for nuclei near the magic numbers have vibrational-
like energy levels, while nuclei far from the magic numbers sem to 
(2) have rotational-like energy levels. With this model, A. Bohr en­
visioned the nucleus as being non-spherical, pulsating, and rotating. 
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THE N I L S S O N MODEL WHICH TREATS THE NUCLEUS AS B E I N G C I G A R 
SHAPED AND ROTATING SHOULD BE MOST V A L I D FOR N U C L E I FAR FROM THE MAGIC 
NUMBERS. 
( 1 ) 
T U O N G V HAS USED TWO P A R T I C L E N I L S S O N WAVE FUNCTIONS TO EVALUATE 
(k) 
K D T A N I PARAMETERS WHICH THEN CAN BE USED I N THE MORITA AND MORITA 1 F O R ­
M A L I S M TO CALCULATE B E T A DECAY O B S E R V A B L E S . T H I S I S DONE TO EVALUATE THE 
BETA-GAMMA AG ANGULAR CORRELATION C O E F F I C I E N T S FOR THE DECAY OF T M 1 7 0 
AND R E 1 8 6 . THESE TWO N U C L E I HAVE S I M I L A R DECAY SCHEMES. 
I T WAS FOUND THAT, W H I L E THE CALCULATED VALUES OF THE AG C O E F F I -
C I E N T FOR RE F I T RATHER WELL THE EXPERIMENTALLY OBSERVED V A L U E S , THE 
F I T FOR T M 1 7 0 WAS RATHER POOR. THE Q U E S T I O N THEN AROSE WHETHER THE' LACK 
OF F I T FOR T M L 7 G WAS DUE TO THE MODEL EMPLOYED, OR TO THE P A R T I C U L A R STATES 
U S E D , OR PERHAPS TO APPROXIMATIONS MADE I N THE COURSE OF THE C A L C U L A T I O N S . 
I T I S P O S S I B L E THAT T H I S ERROR I S DUE TO C A N C E L L A T I O N OF THE N U ­
CLEAR MATRIX ELEMENTS WHICH COULD P O S S I B L Y INTRODUCE LARGE ERRORS I N THE 
MORITA AND MORITA FORMALISM. 
HERE, AN I N V E S T I G A T I O N OF THE R A D I A L A P P R O X I M A T I O N W I L L BE MADE 
FOR THE PURPOSE OF G A I N I N G A BETTER UNDERSTANDING OF NUCLEAR BETA D E C A Y . 
EXPRESSIONS FOR SOME BETA DECAY OBSERVABLES 
I N T H I S WORK THE FOLLOWING BETA DECAY OBSERVABLES W I L L B E C A L C U ­
L A T E D : THE NORMALIZED SHAPE CORRECTION FACTOR AND THE BETA-GAMMA AG 
ANGULAR CORRELATION C O E F F I C I E N T . 
TO O B T A I N EXPRESSIONS FOR THESE O B S E R V A B L E S , ONE CAN B E G I N W I T H 
THE EXPERIMENTAL FACT THAT THE NUMBER OF ELECTRON E M I S S I O N S FOR A G I V E N 
SAMPLE DECAYS E X P O N E N T I A L L Y W I T H T I M E , I . E . 
N = N0e"^  
where \ is the probabilty per unit time that a transition occurs. 
Since the beta decay interaction is a weak interaction, first order per­
turbation theory should be suficient to describe the beta decay. Using 
it, one arrives at Fermi's second golden rule that transition rate 
Since the decay is to a contiuum of final electron energy states, this 
sum goes to an integral 
|HI± (E)|a p(E) dE 
where t is the half life, and p(E) is the density of final states which 
depends on the normalization of the wave functions involved. 
The probabilty that an electron of energy E is emited per unit 
time, i.e., the electron spectrum shape is 
This should depend on three factors, one is the number of ways an elec­
tron of a given energy can be emited, p^, i.e., the statistical factor. 
s Since the electron after being emited from the nucleus is in the coulomb 
field of the daughter atom, the electron shape experimentaly observed 
wil have more electrons at lower momentum than those actualy emited 
5 
by the nuclei. This is taken into acount by the Fermi function, F. 
The final contribution to the electron shape wil then be due to the 
beta decay interaction itself and is caled the shape factor, S. Hence 
Y |HI1 (E)|S p(E) = S(E) F(Z,E) PS(E) 
Normalized Shape Factor 
Since experimentaly ratios are easier to measure than absolute , 
values, a normalized shape factor is introduced, i.e. 
where S(E^) is the shape at some reference energy. Hence the expresion 
for the half life 
E 
n max i= EL. (E) p(E) dE t h ln2 Jm c 2 Ii e can be writen as 
^
 =
 r^ is(ER} J" VE> F(z,w) P^(E) ffi 
If the normalized shape factor is independent of energy, the so-caled 
"alowed shape," then the strength of the beta decay interaction is 
given by 
6 
Q - H L N 2 J L 
2 T T f t 
where f is defined as 
f = F(Z,W) p (E) dE 
s 
Expressions and values for the f's are given in the first chapter of 
reference 5. 
Beta-Gamma Angular Correlation Coefficients 
To get an expression for the beta-gamma As coefficient, one begins 
with an expression first given by Hamilton.^'7)
 T h e probability that 
a photon of polarization S is immediately emitted at an angle 0 with re­
spect to the emitted electron, i .e . , the beta-gamma angular correlation 
function, W(6,S) is given by 
w ( e , s ) = Y I I l H i i P H. Y 2 
•fl 
As shown in Appendix III, this can be put into the following form 
00 
W(6iS) = Y ^ V P k ( c o s 6 ) 
k=o 
The beta-gamma A^ . angular correlation coefficients are then defined as 
o 
7 
I N T H I S W O R K , T H E AG C O E F F I C I E N T W I L L B E C A L C U L A T E D B Y E V A L U A T ­
I N G T H E C O E F F I C I E N T O F T H E L E G E N D R E P O L Y N O M I A L P 2 ( C O S 0) I N T H E E X P R E S ­
S I O N F O R T H E B E T A - G A M M A ANGULAR C O R R E L A T I O N F U N C T I O N . T H E L O G F T V A L U E 
CAN B E D E T E R M I N E D FROM T H E E X P R E S S I O N 
2TT
 \ E I ± ( E ) | S P ( E ) DE 
f t
 E f ln2 
T H E N O R M A L I Z E D S H A P E F A C T O R W I L L B E D E T E R M I N E D FROM 
_ Z\K1± ( E ) | 8 P ( E ) /Z\K1± ( E ^ ) ] 2 pC^) 
N S ( E ) - F ( Z , E ) P S ( E ; / F ( Z , E R ) P S ( E R ) 
H E N C E TO E V A L U A T E T H E S E AS W E L L AS A L L O T H E R O B S E R V A B L E S , T H E B E T A D E C A Y 
M A T R I X ELEMENT M U S T B E E V A L U A T E D , I . E . 
H n • J *i + H * i d T • J H D T 
WHERE ^ I S T H E N U C L E A R WAVE F U N C T I O N B E F O R E T H E B E T A T R A N S I T I O N , ^ I S 
T H E N U C L E A R WAVE F U N C T I O N A F T E R T R A N S I T I O N , H I S T H E B E T A D E C A Y I N T E R ­
A C T I O N H A M I L T O N I A N , AND H I S T H E H A M I L T O N I A N D E N S I T Y . 
T H E V - A L A W , N O N - R E L A T I V I S T I C I N N U C L E O N S 
T H E B E T A D E C A Y I N T E R A C T I O N W I L L B E A S S U M E D TO B E T H E V - A LAW AS 
ft- Q\ 
G I V E N B Y K O N O P I N S K I . A S SHOWN I N A P P E N D I X I , T H I S C A N B E W R I T T E N AS 
8 
+ ^+ (cv " CA YB) *i M 
where A , the lepton term, is defined as 
A = * (± Z) S (± 1 + Y8) t 
A4 = ^ (± Z) (1 ±
 Yb) V 
\|fe and are the electron and neutrino wave functions, Z is the charge 
of the daughter nucleus, the upper sign is for negatron emision, the 
lower for positron emision, and ot, a, and Y5 are the Dirac matrices. 
The strength of the interaction is given by 
gCy = 2 F87(10" 1 S) 
which is in natural units, i.e., c = K = m = 1, and 
= - ^ 
V 
Next, in Appendix I, the approximation is made that the nucleons can be 
described by non-relativistic wave functions. 
' 1 . 
CCT'P 
W-V+mcs 
U ~ 1 \ ,2mc 
/ 
u 
9 
S i n c e |v | « m c s a n d | p | « m c . 
U s i n g t h i s a n d k e e p i n g t e r m s o n l y u p t o o r d e r l / m b e c a u s e t h e l / m s t e r m s 
w o u l d g i v e c o n t r i b u t i o n s i n f i r s t o r d e r p e r t u r b a t i o n t h e o r y o f t h e s a m e 
m a g n i t u d e a s t h e l / m t e r m s w o u l d i n s e c o n d o r d e r p e r t u r b a t i o n t h e o r y , o n e 
(7) 
g e t s t h e r e s u l t s o f R o s e a n d O s b u r n x ' w h o u s e d a F o l d y - W o u t h u y s e n t r a n s ­
f o r m a t i o n . 
\ | f T + a \lf. - A - U T + 4R£ U . .+ ~ - ( U T + U . p - A + i U T + a U . ° p x A ) 
Y I Y i I M c i 2Mc v I i * I i * ' 
*_
+
 a h.-A -* U + a U . - A 
Y I Y i I i 
tx+ • 1 A * - U ^ U . A< 
U a U . - p A4 
t z + YB V W - - A. U x + U. J L — 
H e n c e t h e n o n - r e l a t i v i s t i c i n n u c l e o n b e t a d e c a y H a m i l t o n i a n c a n b e w r i t ­
t e n a s 
—• —• 
* i + H * i d T = w I ^  de (cvui+ui + it) 
+ c „
 +
 | £ u.
 + c u
 +
 ^ 2 
v I M c 1 A I M c 1 
+ - / - C a P A 4 ~C P x - A 
+ U T aU. - C 4 A + - ^ + i 
I i \ A 2Mc 2Mc 
T h e L e p t o n M u l t i p o l e E x p a n s i o n f o r S p h e r i c a l P o t e n t i a l s 
S i n c e t h e t o t a l a n g u l a r m o m e n t u m a n d p a r i t y s e e m t o b e g o o d q u a n -
1 0 
TURN N U M B E R S F O R N U C L E A R S T A T E S , T H E N E X T A P P R O P R I A T E S T E P I S T O P U T T H E 
B E T A D E C A Y M A T R I X E L E M E N T I N A U S E F U L F O R M . T H I S I S D O N E B Y W R I T I N G T H E 
L E P T O N C O N T R I B U T I O N A ^ I N T H E S P H E R I C A L R E P R E S E N T A T I O N . T H I S I S D O N E I N 
A P P E N D I X I I U N D E R T H E A S S U M P T I O N T H A T T H E E M I T T E D E L E C T R O N S E E S A C E N T R A L 
P O T E N T I A L W H I C H G O E S T O Z E R O A T L A R G E D I S T A N C E S A N D T H A T T H E N E U T R I N O 
I S F R E E , B O T H O F W H I C H S A T I S F Y T H E R E L A T I V I S T I C D I R A C E Q U A T I O N . T H I S 
Y I E L D S 
„ G Ar\* V, .vL U K , ^+V*"Jv+iv D J * ( Z H P ) D ' V ( Z - Q ) 
K , K = ± 1 , + 2 , - - -
v 
H = J> J - L , - - - , - J 
H V = 3, J - 1 J - - - J - J 
J = 0 , 1 , 2 , — 
0 ^ L = J , J ± L 
( ( 2 I F L ) ( 2 J T V + L ) ) * ( X 4 - J : 0 O O ) ( X V I J : O 0 V A V ) ( J J V J - . ^ M ) P J ( 3 J V ) 
{ D , ( J J K K ) U T + Y T U . + DA ( J L K K ) U T + * G * V U . 
L 1 v
 v ' I J - M L 3 v V I J - M L 
+ D 3 ( J L K K V ) U X + V ^ - P * U . + D 4 ( J J K K v ) Y J _ M A - P U . } 
T H E S Y M B O L S A P P E A R I N G A B O V E A R E D E F I N E D A S F O L L O W S . T H E D I R A C A N G U L A R 
M O M E N T U M Q U A N T U M N U M B E R 
K = ± ( J + I ) F O R J = I ± 4 
J A N D X A R E T H E U S U A L T O T A L A N G U L A R M O M E N T U M A N D O R B I T A L A N G U L A R M O M E N T U M 
1 1 
QUANTUM N U M B E R S . ,THE., S P I N of T H E F E R M I O N S I S A N D | I> M , A N D A A R E 
T H E ^ R Z QUANTUM N U M B E R S , R E S P E C T I V E L Y , b I S T H E P H A S E S H I F T DUE TO THE­ft 
electrons P O T E N T I A L . ARE T H E R O T A T I O N M A T R I C E S . ( J ] / js J3:MA M<2 M S ) 
A R E T H E C ^ E B S C H - G O R D A N C O E F F I C I E N T S . Y J M ARE T H E S P H E R I C A L H A R M O N I C S . 
vJ"1 A R E T H E " V E C T O R S P H E R I C A L H A R M O N I C S " W H I C H K O N O P I N S K I ^ C A L L S T ^ , . 
J M * J M 
K O N O P I N S K I ' S N O T A T I O N I S NOT A D O P T E D B E C A U S E O F P O S S I B L E C O N F U S I O N W I T H 
R O S E A N D Q S B U R N ' S ^ " ^ I R R E D U C I B L E S P H E R I C A L TENSORS 
T H E D ' S A R E D E F I N E D AS FOLLOWS A N D C O N T A I N T H E R A D I A L P A R T O F T H E L E P T O N 
C O N T R I B U T I O N , 
1 
D X ( J J K K V ) = I L C V {sLJ A . ( J L K K J ±± D _ ( L ) A ( J L K K ^ ) 
+ 6 L , J + 1 Get) d+(l) a^kkv)]} 
1 
D S ( J L K K V ) „ I L { C A A(JLKK V )
 + |J (^ J+L C A D _ ( J ) A , ( J J K K ^ 
1 
r
 i 
T _ V / ( L + J + 2 ) ( L - J + L ) ( L + J - L ) ( < J - L + 2 ) \ G 
L 2 \ ( 2 L - 1 ) ( 2 L + 1 ) / 
D _ ( L - 1 ) A ( J , L - 1 , K K V ) ] L > O 
1 2 
C 1 
_v / ( L + J + 3 ) ( L + J ) ( L - J + 2 ) ( j - L + l ) \ ¥ 
2 V ( 2 L + 3 ) ( 2 L + 1 ) y 
D + ( L + l ) ( A ( J , J + l , K K v ) ) } 
T C A ( j L K K ) 
D 3 ( J L K K ) = i L V V 
v mc 
6 C A j L L K K ) 
D 4 ( J J K K ) = i L y _ 
* v mc 
T h e D, a r e d e f i n e d a s f o l l o w s 
D ( L ) = J L - k a n d 
- d r r 
D ( L ) = # - ^ - D (i) 2 i ± i 
+ ' d r r - r 
a n d t h e A ' s a r e g i v e n b y 
K 
A A ( L L K K ) = + 6, „ T D ( K K ) + i -t-^r g. _ D ( K - K ) 
v ' - X+X + L , e v e n v v K X + I + L , e v e n v v y 
K 
A ( J L K K ) s § D _ (KK ) ± i -r-^i- t.-j y DT T ( K - K ) 
v X+X + L , e v e n J L v K X+X + L , e v e n J L X v 
— K 
w h e r e X = X(- l ) = X - - j ^ j -
T h e s e D ' s a r e g i v e n b y 
K 
D ( K K ) - J A ( q r ) G ^ ( p r ) - - r ^ - jj ( q r ) F ^ q r ) 
V V V 
13 
K 
DJL(KKv) = (J1L:06°) D^KKV) + TFT WJ (JJV)(J1L:1-10) D(KKv) 
where wQ (jj') = 0, else, 
• .,) = 2j+l+(2j'+l)(0 J+J>+J J
 (2J(2J+1)* 
The is the spherical besel function which arises when the Dirac ra-v dial equation is solved for the neutrino, while the F and G arise from 
the same equation for a sphericaly symmetric potential, i.e. 
dF 
d#=¥FK - (W-lV(r) GK(r) 
Notice that A^(JLKK^) has the useful property that 
A (JBC-K ) = + i T^T A (JMK ) for e+ 
V r 
Let us now write more explicitly the expresion for the beta-
gamma angular correlation function. 
W(9,S) = JJ £ |][ J \|f+(lfmf)HY t(lm) dr J ^ +(lm)Hp td-i^ ) dT 1
 Yf3 m^nu m 
B(KK ) = J GK + TFT J'l FK AND 
V V V 
Ik 
where we have averaged over the initial states (the initial nuclei are 
unoriented) and summed over the final states. Here J* J* indicate sums 
Y 0 
over the unmeasured properties such as the electron and neutrino spins 
and the direction of emision of the neutrino. 
W(8,s) can be factored into two parts, one due to the beta decay 
and the other due to the elctromagnetic transition. We define the fol­
lowing density matrices. 
<m|ppm*> = j ^  J F"(lm)Hp Hlj^) ^ 
IF(lm!) Hp FD.m.) d T _ « 
<m,|pY|m> = J Y J t+(lfmf)HY r^(lm) dT Y mf 
Using these 
[J t+dfmf) Hy T(lm') -dT] 
W(9,s) = Y <m|ppm'Xmf |pY|m> mm' 
Similarly, the expresion appearing in'the shape factor 
1 LHiJS = I I H I J *+(i*)h ^ Iimi) dT [J*(lm)H ^ Iimi) dT] 
1
 mm. B 
can be rewriten as 
15 
mm 
The observables to be calculated in this paper, as well as all other beta 
decay observables (see Wiederimuller ), can be written in terms of the 
beta decay density matrix. This matrix is given in Appendix I I I . 
TT s v 2I-I.+m J + J ' / „ , , 
kJJ 1 
where fJl J ' 2 J ' 3 ) is a 3d symbol 
\m1 mg -mg / 
and d^(jJ') is defined as 
d^(jj') = (2ng)a Z S e KrPj(aJv) P j , (d'J ) I KK K LL*. JFRF-JE'+k.even v ' 
((2j+l)(2j»+l)(2J+l)(2J»+l)) (-) 
1 6 
THE NEW SYMBOLS I N T H I S E X P R E S S I O N ARE D E F I N E D AS 
AND 
M T T (KK ) = f R S D R { D , (JJKK ) < Y T > + D 4 ( J J K K ) < Y T A - P > 
+ ( _ ) L + J + 1 [ ^ { J L K I C J <^ jL-^  + D3(JLKK V ) <^jL-p>]} 
WHERE < 0 J > ARE CALLED THE R A D I A L NUCLEAR MATRIX ELEMENTS AND ARE I N D E ­
PENDENT OF M, M , AND RRU . 
THEY ARE D E F I N E D I N THE FOLLOWING W A Y . 
t + ( L M ) [ I J Y J J * T F L . M . ) DFL S 
( I M : ( I J Y _ J * : I . M . ) * v . A . < Y T > V
 J M ' I a ' J 
( I M : ( 1 ^ ) ^ . 0 : 1 . M . ) = V . A . < V J L . 0 > 
( L M : ( I ^ ) * . P : I . M . ) = V . A . < V J L . P > 
(im^ A^ Vp:!^ ) = V . A . <YjCT.p> 
J - I - M . 
WHERE V . A . = + 1 ( - ) 
i . 
1
 / I J I.N 
\ M M - N U V 
THE R E L A T I O N BETWEEN THESE NUCLEAR MATRIX ELEMENTS AND SOME OF 
THE ONES COMMONLY FOUND I N THE L I T E R A T U R E ARE G I V E N I N TABLE 1 . 
U S I N G THE ABOVE E X P R E S S I O N FOR THE BETA DECAY D E N S I T Y M A T R I X , THE 
TABLE 1 . R E L A T I O N S BETWEEN SYMBOLS USED FOR NUCLEAR MATRIX ELEMENTS 
K O N O P I N S K I 
AND 
UHLENBECK 
MORITA 
and 
Morita 
ROSE AND OSBORN T H I S PAPER 
1 - M ( R ) = @ 7 ( I | | ¥ L | | L . ) R A D R 
V 1 , 1 M ( 2 1 . I , 
J = - I M ( A ) = ^ J ( I I I T 1 0 ( ; P ) I I I . ) ^ R • / / I '
1
 M(21. + L ) x i f . _> 
i 5 X R - I M ( S X R ) = ^ ^ ^ J D L L T ^ ( R A ) | | L 1 ) R 3 < A R = I ( § ) ( - ) 1 ( 3 ^ 3 - ) J • 0> R A D R 
G> r 3 dr 
^THESE ARE, R E S P E C T I V E L Y , THE SYMBOLS USED B Y K O N O P I N S K I AND U H L E N B E C K , M O R I T A AND 
M O R I T A , ROSE AND OSBORN, AND T H I S P A P E R . 
H 
1 8 
SHAPE CAN BE REWRITTEN AS 
MM 
J v 
U S I N G F R A U E N F E L D E R 1 S E X P R E S S I O N FOR THE GAMMA DECAY D E N S I T Y MATRIX 
ELEMENT, AS SHOWN I N A P P E N D I X I I I , THE BETA-GAMMA ANGULAR CORRELATION 
F U N C T I O N CAN BE W R I T T E N AS 
W ( 9 , S ) = £ < 4 % W ' > < ^ W | ^ = Y S K A ^ P (COS 9 ) 
I MM' P ¥ 
_ (-) 
I - I . - 2 I f 
[ L ( . ) Y Y F , ( L L , ' I . I ) < I II L II T > < I || L ' II I > * 1 P. (COS 8) L
 T T ; t K V Y Y . F P 1 1 Y 1 1 P 1 1 Y " J K V L L 
Y Y 
U S I N G T H I S WE F I N D THAT A Q F I S PROPORTIONAL TO THE S H A P E . 
I'.-^my 1 <i IIL i|i> I A 
0 2 3 TT A 2 1 + 1 L 1 P " Y " 1 
L Y 
AND HENCE 
^ . \ ( V ) ^ ^ I - V ^
 ( _ ) k ( 2 f e + i ) i x 
1 9 
*'I ( - ) J + J ' { ^ . , . } V - ' ) 
JJ' 1 
where A ^ ( Y ) is defined as 
I (-)Ly'Ly F k(L YL Y'I fl) <If||TJY||l> <If||LY-|ll>^ 
L L ' 
Y Y 
L Y ' 
Now let us apply this formalism to 1~( |3 )2 + (YJO + decay (see Fig­
ure l ) . Since, |I—1^| =5 J ^ I+I^, J takes on only the values 1, 2, 3 . 
Also, since S £ l>y has only the value 2. Since there 
is no change in parity between the intermediate and final states, we have 
pure E2 electromagnetic radiation. There is a change in parity between 
the in i t ia l and intermediate state, thus only the odd parity nuclear ma­
trix elements contribute. The parity of the various matrix elements is 
given in Table 2. 
(k) 
Now, we make the same approximations as Morita and Morita. 
^ M 1 L (KKV) - J r s dr { i ( l l K ^ ) <YX> 
L 
C . 
- i C A A(llKK v) < V 1 1 . a > + m A(lOKKv) < V l G . p > j 
IM2L ( K K v } " * f r S d r 1 C A A ( 2 1 K K V ) < V - 0 > 
I M 3 L ( K V ~° L 
Figure 1. The Decay Scheme l " ( p ) 2 + (y) 0 + 
21 
Table 2. Parity of the Nuclear Operators 
< YJ > (-)J 
<VLyo> (-)L 
< V^-p > ( - ) L + 1 
< Yj cr-P > ( - ) J + 1 
2  
Di(JJKKv) - 6 L ^ i L C y A 4 ( lKK v ) 
D3(JLKKv) - C A A(JLKK ^ ) 
that the terms ^ G 3 , JxF.g, j 2 G i ; j 2 F - i ; JiGi, JiF-i..> J i F s; a n d JiG-a* 
which appear in the A(JLKK^)' s, can be neglected 
that j , (Qr) - (Qr)V(2 + l ) ! ! 
that I 
K 
K 
I 
= ±1 ±2 i±3 . . . K = ±1, ±2 
and finally what wil l be called the radial, approximation 
AT(JLKK ) 
A. (JLKK ) <<r L > r 2 dr «* f" —
 T i v J L L 
r T*p 
<a T
L> r 2 + L dr 
we get the same results as Morita and Morita as shown in Appendix IV. 
COO - § = § ( 2 T TS) S CM P(Z,B) E q 8 p 
where C,„, is their expression for the correction factor for the beta MM 
spectrum. Hence the ratios are the same, i . e . 
C(E) °MM ( E ) 
Similarly Aa = ^ ' (MM) 
Ao ' (MM) 
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CHAPTER II 
THE RADIAL APPROXIMATION 
Separation of the Nuclear from the Lepton Contribution 
The radial approximation 
J A . ( J L K K V ) < 0 J L : 
A.(JLKK ) 0 
y 
<0TL> r s + L dr > r*dr c * L r 
is made to separate the lepton contribution. A^, i . e . , A4(JJKK^) or 
A(JLKK ) , from the nuclear contribution <0 L > , i . e . , <Y.>, <V ^'0>, 
v J J J 
<V L *p>, or <Y <j*p>, in the beta decay matrix elements. The reason for J J 
t-his is that the nuclear contribution depends on the nuclear model and 
is not accurately known. Hence the desire is to separate out the nuclear 
contributions in the expressions for the beta decay observables and use 
the experimental data to determine these nuclear terms and in turn use 
these to evaluate nuclear models. 
In order to faci l i tate the discussion of the radial integral, let 
us use the radius of the nucleus as the unit length, i . e . , 
rNS 
1.2 A in fermis 
or 
NS 137.03 
in rational relativist ic electron units, where A is the number of nu-
cleons in the nucleus. 
2k 
Realizing that the nuclear wave functions will go to zero rapidly 
outside the above defined nuclear surface, one may replace the limits on 
the radial integral as in the equation belowi 
L *"T. A. (JLKK ) <0_ > r s dr = A. (JLKK ) < 0 T > r 2 dr 
G 1 
L 
0 L 
where r is greater than r but probably smaller than 2R . To further 
J±I 1MB JMO 
simplify this integral using the properties of the nuclear contribution, 
one needs to base his arguments on an explicit nuclear model. 
NEXT, let us direct OUR attention to the lepton CONTRIBUTION to 
the radial integral. As seen in Appendix I I , the various A^(JLKK^)' s are 
combinations of the spherical bessel functions and the F's and G's are 
the solutions to the Dirac equation for the electron in a spherical po­
tential well. 
The expressions for the spherical bessel functions and their small 
argument limits are given in Table 3« From them, i t is easy to show for 
a certain explicit case that the approximation 
J x (qr) - (qr)V(2X + l ) I ! 
is a good approximation for a typical beta decay. 
Consider the case when a nucleus of A = 186 nucleons emits an 
electron of maximum kinetic energy, 93^  keV. The energy of the electron 
is given by 
p = 2.65 
•"max 
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Table. 3« Small Argument Limit of the Spherical Bessel Functions 
. , v sin qr [qi 
J G ( ^ ) = —
 Q R _ Q > 1 -
(qr)" qr 3 L ± u J 
-(qr) 2 J qr " (qr) 2 ' 15 
26 
The neutrino's momentum is given by the expression for the total energy 
after collision 
KE i 
E T = 1 + 53IT37 + T R = E + Ev + T R " ( 1 + + * + T R 
The recoil energy, T_., of the nucleus can be neglected, since the maxi-
mum value i t can have is when the neutrino carries off zero energy. 
v-5 
T = 1 m in 
RM 2 1837 
If the electron carries o f f a relatively small momentum p = 0 .6 , the 
neutrino wil l carry off q = 1.66, and we see that the largest term in 
the spherical bessel functions which we would be neglecting, ( q r ) s / 6 , 
would contribute less than 0.1 percent error even at r equal 2.6 nuclear 
surfaces. 
The electron contributions to the radial integral are given by the 
F's and G's which are solutions to the Dirac radial equations 
F K - ( W - 1 - V) G( 
^ IC + 1 n , 
Uniform Charge Distribution 
If i t is assumed that the emitted electron sees a uniformly 
charged unscreened daughter nucleus of charge Z , then the potential is 
27 
The analytic solution of this pair of coupled f irs t order differ-
ential equations outside the nuclear surface is given by Rose as a 
sum of the regular and irregular coulomb solutions, e.g., 
„ out . _ out / x out / x 
FK = A RK ^ B IK ^ 
dF 
—i K - 1 TT 
=
 d r
,
 r K
 , 
K - (W - 1 + oZ/r) 
Inside the nuclear surface there is only a regular solution, since rF 
and rG have to be finite at r = 0 . 
in in 
F (r) = N R (r) 
The constants of integration A and B can be found in terms of N by 
equating the functions and their derivatives at the nuclear surface, I . e . , 
in out out 
H R (r ) = A R (r ) + B I (p ) 
28 
(lh) 
and N can be found by normalization. Bhalla and Rose have, for 
this potential, tabulated the value for F and G at the nuclear sur­
face for K = ± 1, ± 2 and for extensive values of A, Z, and p. 
In terms of the inside and outside solutions, the radial integral 
can be rewritten as A.(JLKK ) < 0 T > r s dr = 
1 V J 
„ NS in 
A. (JLKK ) < 0 T > r s dr 
1 V J 
out 
A. (JLKK ) < 0 T L > r s dr 
I V J 
NS 
expecting the second term to be small since <0_ > should go to zero fairly 
rapidly outside the nuclear surface. 
Now let us look at the inside solutions in more detail dropping the 
superscript "in". 
From Rose for K > 0 
where 
r (W + 1) + 3<*Z/2 
a o W = — 2 | K P ~ l b ° ( K ) 
a = b = 0 for n < 0 
n n 
29 
F aN-1(K) - [ r N g (W - 1) + 3aZ/2] a^K) 
V» ( K > = IOTTTJ 
[ R ( W . D . M ] T P (K) -F B (K) 
a (K) = , — 
n 2 | K | + 2n + 1 
For K < 0 
G -» F 
UK rK 
F G K K 
W - -W 
Z -> -Z 
For K > 0, b 0 equals the normalization constant N. Hence, for the inside 
solution, we have a power series in 1—— J with decreasing coefficients 
a b 
n _ n 
— and 7—. 
Using these expansions for the inside electron wave functions and 
keeping only the largest term, we see that the A's appearing in Appendix 
i n
 L 
I I , Table 15 A^ (JLKK )^ ~ r , for a one term expansion. 
Looking at the explicit case tabulated in Table h, F is only 
linear in r to 25 percent at the nuclear surface. Hence some of the 
terms 
in 
A. (JLKK ) 
r 
wil l be constant in r to only 25 percent near the nuclear surface. 
If the approximation that 
30 
Table k. The Expansion Coefficients for a Particular Case 
A = 186 , 
K - -1 
r N S = 0.0179 , z = 76 , 
p = .6 
Q = 0.35 (P2 + D* 
2.6 
FA. 
5A. 
5a. 
aA 
-0.278 
-0.121 
-0.272 
0.0358 
0.0356 
-O.OO56O 
0.000513 
0.000587 
-0.288 
-0.129 
-0.270 
0.0375 
0.0339 
-0.00505 
-O.OO569 
0.000523 
0.000587 
v - V - 1 ) 1 TOT " °- 9 1 0 0 0 Y a n ( " l ) = 0.759 
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i n 
A± (JLKK ) 
= = constant 
IJ 
r 
is used, i t does not mean that the beta decay observables calculated 
using this approximation necessarily will be as inaccurate as the approxi-
mation i tself . First, the radial approximation 
» A. (JLKK ) _ A, (JLKK ) co 
1 V
 <0 L > r + L dr - f 1 v 1 r - L ^ + L 
o ~ „L J L L O r r 
<0. > r dr 
r=r "0 J 
P 
also depends on the explicit'form of the nuclear contribution. Second, 
the beta decay observables depend on sums of products of these radial 
integrals and hence the approximation errors might cancel out in summa­
tion. Third, we might expect that the normalized shape factor and beta-
gamma Ag coefficient might not be too sensitive to such an approximation 
because they depend on ratios of sums of products of these radial inte­
grals and hence the approximation errors may divide out. Therefore, we 
might expect the half l i f e calculation, since i t does not involve ratios 
to be most sensitive to approximations. 
Another approximation that is used to evaluate this radial inte-
(15) 
gral (this wil l be called the Buhring approximation ) , is the following 
A.(JLKK ) <0 L > r s dr = I A. (JLKK ) <0 r s dr 
0 1 V J 
,
rNS in 
o 1 v J 
r.» O U t , 
A. (JLKK ) < 0 T > r s dr 
1
 N
 v J 
rNS 
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,» in j b out in 
A. (JLKK ) < 0 T > r 3 dr + A. (JLKK ) - A. (JLKK ) ^ L^ 1 v - J J „ L i v I ^ v J <0 > 
J 0 r ns 
r a dr 
,OO IN
 T 
A. (JLKK ) <QT > r s d r 
0 1 V J 
in 
Where A. (JLKK ) evaluated outside the nuclear surface means that one 1 v 
uses the power series expansion for the electrons F and G wave func­
tions, which are valid inside the nucleus, as i f they were also valid 
outside the nuclear surface. 
out in 
A. (JLKK ) *~ A. (JLKK ) 1 V 1 V 
From Appendix I I , Table 15, i t is seen that for those A^(JLKK^)'s 
A i ( J L K K v ) - ^ I V (JUCKJ U-) 
n=o 
an 
NS ' 
Using this expansion, Damgard and Winther^ 1^ have developed expressions 
for the beta decay matrix elements. For example 
A ( l l - l l ) = - / ? (JoF^ + JiG^) 
A i n ( l l - l l ) = - /2 a 0 ( - l ) j *S + S ^ 5N) 
RNS
 NT0 ^NS7 VRNS A° 3 AG *QJ 
For the explicit case tabulated in Table k for p = 2.6, this would be 
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A i n ( l l - l l ) = 15.7/2 a 0 - ^ - f l - .27 (-£ 
NS NS 
To check the validity of these approximations for the radial inte­
gral, we will compare their results with that obtained by evaluating the. 
radial integral exactly using numerical techniques. To do this we f irs t 
need exact values of the electron wave functions both inside and outside 
the nuclear surface. These are obtained numerically by using sixth order 
(17) 
Runge Kutta Nystrom difference equations techniques. 
solve a differential equation is the following. The equation to be solved 
for f, where A(r) and B(r) are known functions, is 
Let Ar = H and ^ n = nH + r 0 , where n = 0,1,2, hence, if H is small 
enough 
The simplest difference equation technique which can be used to 
df 
dr 
f ( r ) - f ( r ) 
• n7 v' n.-i 
H = A(r , ) f ( r , ) + B(r ') n-i ' v n-i ' v n-i' 
Since this is a f irs t order differential equation and there is one con­
stant of integration, another condition is necessary to uniquely deter­
mine its solution. For instance 
3^ 
Now f ( r 0 ) can be calculated, then f ( r x ) , then f ( r 2 ) , and so forth. Hence 
f (r ) can be found numerically and the accuracy of its value at r n = nH + r 
depends upon the. size of the step: H. 
To determine, for our case, the F and G electron wave functions 
we have a pair of f irs t order coupled differential equations and hence 
have two constants of integration. The explicit equations which were 
solved using the sixth'Order Runge-Kutta Nystrom method are the following. 
For K = + 1' 
. 5 U X + (W + 1 - V(r)) U s (r,K) 
£ u 2 - (W . 1 - V) U ! (r ,K) 
where Ui(r^K) = rG^ 
and U a (r,K) = rFK 
For K = ± 2 
= ~ GK + (W + 1 - V) FK 
dF 
K _ K - 1 
dr " r +K " v " " - " *' ~K 
Fu. - (W - 1 - V) Gu 
The boundary conditions used at r equal zero were 
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for K = 1 dUx dr = 0 and 
dUg 
dr /0 ; 
for K = - 1 d^ dr 4 0 and 
dUg_ 
dr 0 ; 
for K = 2 
dr = 0 and dr 
for K = - 2 dG a , dF a 
— = 8 . y 0 and —=*- = 0 
dr dr 
Init ial ly , the non-zero values of the derivatives at r = 0 were 
guessed, and then the digital computer stepped out tjie values of F and 
G to the nuclear surface where their values are known from the Bhalla 
(LH) 
and Rose tables. Then the in i t ia l guess was divided by the ratio of 
the tr ia l solution at the nuclear surface to the Bhalla and Rose solution 
of the larger in magnitude of either F or G.. Then F and G were 
recalculated giving values which have the same normalization as those of 
Bhalla and Rose, namely 
^ s 2 2 (F. + G j r dr = 1 J Q K K 
The step size H was chosen by tr ia l . When i t was halved, the 
ratio of F to G at the nuclear surface did not change by more than 
one part in 1 0 s . This step size turned out to be about L/6h of a nuclear 
surface. With such a step size, this procedure gave results such that 
the larger in magnitude of either F or G was equal to the Bhalla and 
Rose value. The smaller, then, was within 0.02 percent of their value. 
Figure 2 shows typical plots of F and G. The radial approxima-
Figure 2. Graphs of the Radiai Electron Wave Functions for A = 170, 
Z ^ 70, p = 2.U, T = 967 keV, and for a Uniform Charge 
Di; tribution 
Figure 2. Continued 
Figure 2. Continued 
co 

Ac­
tion usually evaluates the lepton contribution at the nuclear surface. 
The straight dashed lines are the values which the radial approximation 
uses, the solid curves are obtained by the numerical methods indicated 
above. 
F l has a similar shape to G (F l ~ - G j ) . 
G]_ has a similar shape to F ^ (Gj_ ~ F ) . 
G has a similar shape to F 2 (G ~ l.k F 8 ) . 
F has a similar shape to Gg (F ~ l.lj. Gg). 
Since for large r, F and G should go like l / r times a sinisoidal func­
tion, in Figure 2 the values of rF and rG are plotted for the same case 
out to r = 1 rational relativist ic electron units. 
Also in Figure 2, the x's are a plot of the f irs t two terms in 
the Buhring expansion, i . e . , 
*i r_ L bQ \r^y J NS " ° NS' 
F = ^ -^ — fl + ^  (—T1 -1 r N g b 0 r N S L aG M ^ / J 
ID 
where - s — is determined by setting G (r = r „) equal to the Bhalla 
rNS _ 1 
and Rose value. 
Fermi Charge Distribution (Hofstadter Potential) 
The above numerical calculation for finding the electron wave 
Ul 
function, for the electron seeing a uniform nuclear charge, is rather 
easy to extend to a more realist ic spherical charge distribution. Hence 
in Figure 5 there is a plot of F and G when the electron sees a Fermi 
charge distribution, i . e . , 
N 1 
which experimentally f i t s the Hofstadter scattering data. A plot of this 
charge distribution is given in Figure 3-
N can be determined for a spherical charge density from 
0 Ze = p UTT r s dr 0 
hence N = — « — - — — 
r s dr 
© 1
 + e ^ -
c
^
a o 
The potential energy for an electron seeing this spherical charge distri­
bution can be found, by numerically solving 
n rr r0 ~i 
V(r) = - i+TT e \j J p F (x) x2dx + J p p (x ) xdx 
0 r 
On Figure k, we have this potential plotted in units of .511 MeV and com­
pared with the uniform potential as well as the point charge potential 
V = _ ^2— = ^ — in rational relativist ic electron units, 
r r 
kn N 
PF • x + e ( r - c ) / a o 
c = the half density radius 
t = the skin thickness 
a 0 = t / ln 8l 
For 50 = A ^ 200 
c = (1.07 ± 0.02) fermis 
t = (2.1* ± 0.3) fermis 
Figure 3. The Fermi Charge Distribution 
h3 
Figure k. 
The Potential for a Uniform Charge, Point Charge, and a 
Fermi Charge Distribution 
6 
Figure 5. Typical Electron Wave Functions for a Uniform and a 
Fermi Charge Distribution 
For the few electron wave functions which were calculated for 
this Fermi charge distribution, they were within one percent of those ob­
tained with the uniform charge distribution for the larger in magnitude 
of F or G, and within four percent for the smaller. A typical case is 
plotted on Figure 5' So i t appears we can obtain the same wave functions 
as obtained from a Fermi charge distribution by using a uniform distribu­
tion and decreasing the value of r^g slightly. 
The above results can be summarized in Figure 6. The radial ap r 
proximation assumes that 
A.(JLKK ) -A.(JLKK )_ 1 v _ l v 1 
L L • L J 
r r r NS 
while the two term Buhring approximation assumes that 
A.(JLKK ) 
rA. (JLKK .), 
^ 1 V 
V ( J L K K ) 
^ ( J L K K J 
"
 n®.(JLKK v) 
nt0 °<*,(JLKKJ 
Actually, from Figure 6, a two term expansion that better f i ts the exact 
curve is an average of these two approximations 
1
 ot. (JLKK ) 
A.(JLKK ) 
l v 
% ^.(JLKK^) 1 + 
I S ^ -
y_ f r \ 
. . ) V R — ; 
1 + 
"j( J L K V -NS' 
"•Oi. (JLKK ) 
'a.(JLKK ) 
k6 
Two term Buhring approximation 
Radial approximation 
Numerical calculation 
A.(JLKK ) 
Figure 6. A Sketch of the Lepton Contribution 
h7 
Keeping in mind that the reason for these approximations is to 
separate the lepton from the nuclear contribution, let us now reexamine 
(5) 
them in light of the above electron wave functions. As Konopinski ' 
has indicated, since the lepton contribution does not vary too rapidly 
in the region where the expected nuclear contribution is non-zero, 
3 
0 ^ r < ~ ^ r , then you expect there is a point P such that 
C. JNb f A. (JLKKv) < o / > radr = ]t .(JLKK^ )-, .09 <0, L> r 3 + L dr 
r L ""r (JLKK ) J 0 J 
For the explicit case considertSd. at the end of Chapter I 
l" -* 2"1* + e" + v 
A (JLKK ) 
there are 22 terms — = < 0 T > that appear in the expressions for 
r L J 
the beta decay observables. Hence there would be 22 different R p ( J L K K v ) ' £ 
These are simply too many parameters to be determined uniquely by experi­
mental data. Therefore, it is assumed 
R (JLKK ) (J'L'K'K ') <=* r. r o p. v' p. v ' NS 
hence the radial approximation 
n » T _A.(JLKK ) • 
A. (JLKK ) < 0 T L > r3dr - f 1 T V 1 <0 T L> r + L dr 
However, if there is cancallation 
CO 
J < 0 j L > r a + L d r = e 0 
0 
then the radial approximation would not be very accurate. This is 
easily seen from the following case. 
A S S U M E
 AI(JLKKV) R , 
= 1 - s ) and that there is cancellation 
r L ~NS' 
e| « 1. For this case, the would be given by 
f [ - ^ ) » ' + L - [ - 4 ) 8 ] e )aKL>r a + L 
NS' - ^NS 
If there were complete cancellation, e = 0, and if s ^ 0 ; then r^ would 
have to be » or i » . So the closer the nuclear contributions are to can­
cellation, the worse the approximation becomes. However, i f not a l l of 
the <0 "S> involved in calculating an observable suffer cancellation, J 
then the observable calculated using the radial approximation wil l not 
be too much in error since the terms that suffer cancellation wil l not 
contribute significantly. 
If, rather than using the radial approximation, we use the Buhring 
approximation 
00 00 
A. (JLKK ) < 0 T L > r sdr. = \ A. (JLKK ) < 0 T L > r s dr 
«J Q 1 V J J Q 1 V J 
,_ out in 
+ 
«J 
rNS 
j- j 
|_A i (JLKK )^ - A i (JLKKV)J<0j> r s dr 
h9 
I.* in A. (JLKK ) <OR > r a dr 
J 0 1 v 
Even i f the expression 
> r*dr 
is equal to zero- and. 4 ivo. tem-ej^aasionJii^eqiiate, i-»-e., 
A. (JLKK )
 RA, (JLKK ) _ W<*. \R / 
•
i
- i r - ^ - * [-^TT^-]
 1 +
 " M H 
r r r Q1 1 , 3
 1
 + A a. 1 
we see we have introduced twice as many nuclear contributions as would 
appear in the radial approximation. -For the case l " - » 2 + + e" + v 
using the radial approximation, we have, only these terms appearing, 
However, using the two term"Buhring approximation, we would have those 
as well as the following 
This doubling of nuclear matrix elements, even though i t should 
be more accurate, does not simplify the analysis of beta decay data. 
Even when the radial approximation is used and only four nuclear matrix 
elements appear in the expressions for beta decay observables, the ex­
perimental data are usually not sufficiently accurate to determine 
0 
5 0 
uniquely a set of values for the matrix elements. 
Another method which might be used to separate the lepton from 
the nuclear part could be the first mean value theorem. It states: 
A . ( J L K K V ) L S + L 
if
 a n a <o_ > r are two continuous functions from 0 to R_, 
L J iii 
r 
A.(JLKK ) l v 
a nd. _—_~ does not change sign in this interval, then there exists 
±J 
r 
at least one value of R ( JLKK ) such that 
p i v 
0 , S R ^ R.p p E 
REA.(JLKK ) T o -LT r T , T I «RE A. (JLKK ) f 1 v L a+L, r ^_ L^ a+Ll P i v v , 
= < 0 T > r dr = < 0 > r = dr 
J 0 r J L J ^ (JLKK ) J 0 r 
Here again for the case of 1 ~ 2 + + e~ + v, there would be 2 2 parameters, 
but worse than that, since < 0 T L > r S + L is oscillatory, there would not 
necessarily be a unique R (JLKK ) for each case. However, one might 
make the approximation that for a given J and L 
R (JLKK ) R (JLK'K ') 
which would then reduce the expressions to four parameters. This probably 
is not any better than the radial approximation and, in addition, would 
require extensive numerical tabulations of 
R, E A.(JLKK ) 
0 r L 
^-dr 
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One could also start with the second mean value theorem to attempt 
to find a convenient way to separate the lepton from the nuclear part. 
It states that if A^(JLKK^)/rL is a positive monotonic decreasing func­
tion, then there exists an (JLKK )^ 
0 ^ R (JLKK ) £ R^ 
p. \> E 
such that 
„
R
E A . ( J L K K ) ^ ( J L K K ) , 
L - < 0 J > T
 dr
 " L L 
O r r r=o 
R (JLKK ) 
> p i 
^ L a+Ln < 0 T > r dr 
Here again there would be 22 R (JLKK )'s but at least [— = p. v L L r i r r=o 
would be easy to evaluate by using the Bhalla and Rose tables and 
(JLKK ) 
-A.(JLKK ) 1 v
 1 
_ L J 
pA (^JLKK )^ 
r=o 
« \ ( J L K K V ) 
r ""NS n=o ®.(JLKK ) 
1 v' 
Here again you might make the approximation that for a given J and L 
R (JLKK ) *~ R (JLK'K ') V± v ; p ^ v 
and again reduce the expression to four parameters, but due to the oscil-
latory nature of the nuclear contribution, the integral 
R 
0 
< 0 T L > r 2 + L d r 
52 
might he very sensitive to R . 
P 
From the above arguments, i t appears that the easiest way to im­
prove the radial approximation is by using a Buhring two term approxima­
tion. This would double the number of nuclear matrix elements appearing 
as parameters in the expressions for beta decay observables which are to 
be fitted by experiment. This is probably too many to give useful re­
sults for data analysis. 
We see that, no matter what approximation we use to separate the 
lepton from the nucleon part of the radial integral, the approximation 
d e p e n d s o n t h e n u c l e a r w a v e f u n c t i o n s . H e n c e , w h e n w e u s e e x p e r i m e n t a l 
data to evaluate the nuclear contribution, we are simultaneously l imit­
ing ourselves to the type of wave functions, and hence nuclear models, 
for which the approximation works. 
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CHAPTER III 
THE NILSSON TWO PARTICLE MATRIX ELEMENTS 
In this chapter, the necessary formalism wil l he presented in 
order to evaluate the beta decay matrix elements using the Nilsson model. 
As wil l be shown, this formalism can also be used for the Faessler and 
Sheline wave functions obtained by using a deformed Woods-Saxton poten­
t i a l . 
The single particle Nilsson wave function, which has rotational 
symmetry about the nuclear axis, reflection symmetry about a plane per­
pendicular to this axis, a definite parity, and is in the vibrational 
ground state, can be written a s ^ ' 
Nilsson has tabulated the a's appearing in the expression for the intrin­
sic wave function 
N, N-2, 1 or 0 
2 ± I 
Q) I , 1 - 1 , . . . , - I 
5h 
u>o = «o/(l \ 6 s - ^  6 3 ) 1 / 6 = UK S)0/6 ; IT <% =, J+l/A* MeV 
Hence the parity of is (-) and because of three-axis symmetry (re­
ference 1 8 , p. 2 5 8 ) 
and 
-Q 
The radial part is given by 
NX- nZ K A -f/2 F(-n, 1 + p 2 ) ; n = 5 - * 
where F(-n, i + r-, p 3 ) is the confluent hypergeometric function, i .e. , . 
N / \ I , a x . a ( a + l ) x 2 , F( a,o,x) = l + + ... 
Y ^ is the spherical harmonic and i s "the spin one-half wave function. 
The normalization constant is determined from 
* m i P3 dp = 1 J '^ Njfc 
and its phase is fixed by making i t satisfy Nilsson's integral expression, 
f n^ J2T (n + A + §\ 
Therefore C 
N
* " R (1
 + § nj 
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The integrals encountered are gamma functions, i . e . , 
^0 
n - p i S / 2 ^ m - p 0 2 / 2 L+s , p x e r i ' p 2 e r s s ' r dr 
n m % ag ^ p /n + m + L + 3\ 
a. n+m+L+a \ 2 / 
2 ^ \ * * ) 
For a2 = ag this reduces to 
1 
2 a i L + a 
+ m + L + 3^ 
(19) 
Faessler and Sheline v 7 ' have tabulated the C's in their expres^ 
sion for their intrinsic wave functions which can be rewritten as 
(f)*Z ^  <-)*•" K $ i ) \ i ^ 
j&=N,N-2, . . . 1 or 0 
A= 1,1-1, -1 
Hence the Nilsson a's can be written in terms of the Faessler and 
Sheline C's by 
5 6 
Table 5 * Some Nilsson Normalization Constants 
and Radial Functions 
'
0 S
 - ( r ( i 3 / 2 ) ) c ° * " ( r ( i i / 2 ) 
c 1 3 
- " (fTw) C l s = " ( r T 7 7 2 y ) 
C s l
 " ( u r ( 5 / 2 ) ) ° 2 0 " ( ^ ( 3 / 2 ) ) 
R 5 3 = C 1 3 e ^ S / 2 ( p a - | p 6 ) 
R 4 4 = C 0 4 e " p S / 2 p* 
R « = C l a e"P 2/ 2 (p* _ | p * ) 
* 4 0 = C S 0 e - P ^ 2 (1 _ ^ p 3 + J i p*) 
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i 
Thus by using this expression, the following presentation can be used 
for the Faessler and Sheline wave functions. 
In order to treat an even mass nucleus, i t is assumed^^ that 
the intrinsic nuclear state can be represented using the Nilsson wave 
functions for the last two nucleons. Here, following Tuong, et a l . , ^ 
the Nilsson two particle matrix elements will be presented for pn -* pp1 
The in i t ia l intrinsic wave function used is 
i p p n n 
and the final is 
/
 P P P P 
P P P P 
T], (i, and 6 are the dependent set of Nilsson model parameters. Tuong, 
et a l . , have presented the formalism for 
V = T|n = Tl 
6' = 6 = 6 
n 
Since i t seems reasonable that the nucleons see a different average po-
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tential after the neutron has decayed into a proton, here i t wil l not he 
assumed that the parameters are the same. 
For the particular case Q^, = - 0 ^ , i . e . , K = 0, and for I being 
an even number and using that 
.V < a ) (»') «n- o 
then Tuong's reduced matrix element can be written as 
,2(21 + lKt 
( ^ J IV = b ( 21
 + 1 ) d i J I : K. - K 0) 
-K J" *N ..a ( I f « * 0 J l " 1 % 0 ( \ * n > 3 0 
P P 1 1 1 1 
where 
p p p p 
The relations between Tuong's reduced matrix elements and those used in 
this paper are found in Table 1. 
If-7] •= T ] 1 , H = > 8 0 1 ( 1 6 = 6 ' , then J b pa dp = 1, which is Tuong1 
result. 
However, i f the in i t ia l and final parameters are not the same, e.g 
| li£ k3> = [Uli] - [kill] 
U* = 0.55 H - 0.55 
T] ' = 6 T) = 1+ 
K ' ^ 0.05 K = 0.05 
then for this particular case 
b p , s d p* = a' 3 J r s dr {R 4 0 (ar ) R 4 0 ( a ' r ) aG G a o 0 ' 
+ R 4 2 (ar ) R 4 2 (a'r) [ a 8 l a s l l + a ^ a ^ ' ] 
+ R 4 4 (ar ) R 4 4 ( a ' r ) [ a 4 1 a 4 1 r + a 4 0 a 4 0 ' ] ] 
where p. .„, (rndtlf R . ( M L J L I ) * R . 'M o 
and a.,1 = a. . ( I T LA' 6'). Using 
and A s 1 + B 
then i t can be rewritten after integration as 
•)(7) + 25 a s o W ] 
PITTS" L T ^ e 8©© ' + 9 ( a 2 1 a 3 1 ' + a ^ a ^ ' ) 
+
 2 ( a 4 i a 4 l ' + a 4 0 a 4 0 ' ) j-
(3) 
Using Nilsson's Figure 5 and Table 1 - b , ' B = . 9 9 and the a's are 
6o 
for 7] = h 
0.176 
- 0.123 
- O.3U3 
- 0.373 
and 
a 4 0 
a 0 0 
a 4 1 
99855 
for T) = 6 
O.163 
- 0.062 
- 0.279 
- O.UU5 
0.833 
b p , s d p ' = 0.9965 
Hence for this case, the matrix elements would be lowered by only 0.35 
percent. 
However, let us look at a nucleus containing 170 nucleons and, 
for this argument, assume they are distinguishable. Hence the intrinsic 
wave function for the system is a product of the 170 Nilsson wave func­
tions 
i=i Y i 
If the 170 nucleon undergoes a transition described by an operator 
Q 1 7 0 , then the matrix element for this transition would be 
Y 1 7 0 1 7 0 y 1 7 0 i
= 1 *i y i 
where the primes represent the final state wave functions. 
If the final state parameters were different from the f irs t and 
were such that a l l 169 
61 
J if1* if± dT = 0.9965 
then the matrix element would he proportional to 
(0.9965)169 *;7* o 1 7 0 t 1 7 0 
= 0.58 \k' 0 \lf 
f 1 7 0 1 7 0 ^ 1 7 0 
However, if the final parameters were such that a l l 169 
J \|r* ^ d dT = O.965 
then the matrix element would be proportional to . 
(0.965)169 *' * 0 % 
= 0.003 \lf' 0 \|f 
Y 1 7 0 1 7 0 T 1 7 0 
The normalized shape and Ag coefficient depend on the ratios of 
matrix elements so that this change in the final state parameters of the 
non-interacting nucleons plays no role. However, in calculating the log 
ft value for the last case considered, you would introduce a factor of 
105 to the ft value or increase the log ft value by plus five. 
The Nilsson single particle radial matrix elements, i . e . , 
J *H - 0 * <1 * »> ° J L ^ % 0 <\ V ^ -p P n n 
62 
=
 I 6Z,±* VA' {-%> ^ ^ AIA ( ° n ' V 
4'=N ,N -2, . . . , ior © 
P P 
A,A' (A+2=^ ) 
P n 
-K. 
YI*A* V °JL x 2 
(20) 
can be written in the form of Bogdan and Lipnick if we integrate i t 
over r
a dr. This yields 
* -K. 
a (71 p.) Ttt a (71 p, ) 
where the a's are column vectors formed by the a, 's and the matrix 
-K. M 
Tj^ is independent of the a ^ ' s . Bogdan and Lipnick have indicated 
that the T matrix is independent of T|, p,, T] , and p,^  because they have 
chosen T] and u, such that 6 = 6 , i . e . , p = p. Thus when 6. = 
'n r n n 7 7 r n r i f 
A-i « ^ 
II IL, dT = 1 
J I L 1=1 
and we do not have to worry about the non-transforming nucleons contri-
buting to the ft value. However, you cannot use the tables for a 
in Nilsson or in Mottelson and Nilsson because for ^ 1\ , 6^ ^ 6 f . 
One would have to calculate the a^'s as Bogdan and Lipnick have done. 
Using Tuong's expressions and realizing that 
|T..(r,A)|xn 
™f JLM i > = ( % n l T T T ( ^ ' A ) l % . n . ) r *r JLM - - 7 i 1' 
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the necessary Nilsson single particle matrix elements are l isted in 
Table 6, according to Tuong's notation. In Table 7> the Nilsson wave 
functions in our notation are tabulated, and in Table 8 the various R 
combinations are explicitly written out. 
Shown in Figure 7 are typical plots of the radial nuclear matrix 
elements which are defined In the following way. 
i
 C y <[,> r 3 = ( 2 £ ) * C y ^ 
i 
They are plotted for the electron decay of
 s e T m 1 7 0 into 7 0 Y b l 7 G . 
The dashed curve corresponds to the Nilsson states suggested by Gallagher 
and S o l o v i e r , ^ ^ where 101 neutron is described by the Nilsson state 
i - [5211] = | 5 I 63> 
and transforms into the proton state 
& + [1*111] = \hi k3> 
th 
which is the same Nilsson function for the 69 proton before and after 
transition. The Nilsson a coefficients which were used are l isted on 
page 72. 
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Table 6. The Nilsson Single Particle Matrix Elements 
1 1
 i .=N. ,N 4 -2 , 1 or 0 1 l i ' i ' 
t=N;N-2, 1 or 0 2=±4 
l.,fi.-rS ai,Q -2 (6i,i.+l " ^l. a v--i 
3Sjt HS.i. 
1 1 
( W T J O
 (
*
 p)l%.n.) • 1 6 J I WL M s-n) %n - E 
" «i,i..l/riB+ <VK.i. 
'
 7
 1 1 11 
/ l l JV ^ l i - M 0 M / U h - E M 2 - 0 l 
.
 c ( 1 1 JV ii 1 i + 6E. i / 2 V-l-M 1 uJW-i 1+M -i-o 
•
 6E.-4 6 2 £ ^  (i-M - \ M ) ( Q ^ M - I 
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Table 7« The Nuclear Matrix Elements for First Forbidden Beta Decay 
<Y,> •
1 b
 (it ( I i *K - K t 0 ) I ( - ^ ' , 0 . , 
i 
i ' i 
i i 7 i 7 i 
i i 
<V-P> - i * (Iff ( I , UK - K.0) I ( - f ""^ a
 E 
1 
\,A-Z ^ 1 o - K ) 
- K . z-n) " ^ 6 E . £ V.-* (IIK. -1 - K . ) 
I l l 1 * f c 1 1 
i i 
i i i 
St RN.X. 
l i 
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Table 8. The Nilsson Radial Contributions 
W p » ) * „ ( * ) = R(ii/g) l / ^ 7 n % 8 B * e " A a i 3 r a r 9 
K . . ( P » ) E + Rbb(Pi) = r(ii/g) /27n % 9 B a e - A 9 l 3 r a ( l l r e - A A r 1 0 ) 
R . . ( P 8 ) Eb3(P i ) = f^J ^ * " ^""V - | a i a r*) 
W * > D. R « ( P I ) - pf^ gj ai 6 B s
 e -
A a > 3 r S (l 3r 3 - 2a! 8 r 1 0 ) 
R. . (P») = *l E B e ^ ' * " (r5 -
 % * r
7
 [ f
 + |] 
+ ^ a i * r « b) 
R«(Ps) D + R53(Pi) = j ^ j - a!6 B e^*** ( 7 r« . & 1 *
 v° [ 3 + 2 B ] 
+ A / r 8 [ | + I B I - ^ a i 6 B r " ) 
R 
« ( p 8 ) r b i ( p i ) = ^ F B 7 I Y
 e
"
M l ( r 3
 -
2 a i S r B [ f +1 ] 
+ I L A I * R ' [2B + 1] - ^ A , 6 B R 9 ) 
- ^ A , 6 R 8 [l
 + f B] . ^ % 8 B r " ) 
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Table 8. The Nilsson Radial Contributions (Concluded) 
R.o(p s) R « ( h ) - | ^ 3 7 2 7 e - A a l 3 ^ ( r - Ua^ r 3 [± + |] + | & 1 * r E 
[ l ^ B ^ - g ^ r M ^ ^ g ^ 8 ^ ) 
W f c ) D + R B 1(Pi) • I T i n f l y al e " A a i a r S (3 - % a r a [5 + te] 
+ g a,* r* [6 + 2 5B + 3B a] - £ a* 8 r 8 [i + | B + | B*] 
+ g a 1 « r« [» + §B»] - ^ a a " B* r 1") 
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Faessler and Sheline: £ [501] - - | [Ul-1] 
Nilsson: \ ^ 63> - \hb h3> ; T) = 0.6 
|i = 0.^5 p. = 0.55 
Figure 7« The Radial Nuclear Matrix Elements for the Decay 
of Tm 1 7 0 
Figure 7- Continued 
Figure 7. Continued 
71 
Figure J. Concluded 
72 
15i 63> 1*4 ^3> 
= 0.H5 » = 0.55 
71 = 6 71 = 6 
= 0.1923 a 4 G = 0.163 
0 3 0 = O.O8U2 &z0 = - 0.062 
a 1 0 = - 0.^156 a 0 0 = - 0.279 
a B i = - O.526O a 4 1 = - 0.UU5 
ag! = 0.6371 aai = 0.833 
an = 0.3171 
The solid curves are for the wave functions used by Bogdan, ' who 
employed the Wood Saxton deformed potential wave functions of Faessler 
and Sheline; the Nilsson a's are obtained from the Faessler and Sheline 
Cj's-by-the expression given on.page 57• They are for A = 185-
* [ 5 0 1 ] n 
- i [ M - i ] p 
P = 0.3 P = 0.3 
a 5 G = - 0.0525 a 4 0 = - 0.306U 
8/30 = - 0.2826 aso = O.6962 
a 1 G = - 0.2702 a 0 0 = - 0.5091 
a 5 l = - O.06669 a 4 X = 0.3232 
%i = - 0.3067 asl = - 0.2U01 
an = 0.8637 
In Bogdan's paper, he says he is using the^[521] neutron state, 
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but his coefficients are for the J [501] state. 
These radial nuclear matrix elements effectively go to zero at 
about one and a half nuclear surfaces. If 
> 
M dr 
2 XNS 
is small compared to the scale, this indicates cancellation and implies, 
as discussed in Chapter I I , that the radial approximation would be bad. 
For the dashed curve, there is cancellation for and M ,^ while 
for the solid curve there is no cancellation. Even when there is can­
cellation, we do not expect the calculations for the beta decay observ­
ables to be bad using the radial approximation, except possibly the shape, 
since the terms M ,^ M ,^ and M^ . always appear summed together as indicated 
in the expression for M in Chapter I . For this case, the term contain-
J L 
ing is about 100 times the term and about 20 times the IVL^  term. 
Hencq the M^ . term is dominant and i t does not cancel. 
To evaluate the beta decay observables using the radial approxima­
tion, the integrals which are l isted in Table 9 are used. The symbols 
used are those which were defined previously^ e.g. 
p = a r 
7h 
o 
o>0 
hi - i 
—^Yi A 3 ; in RRE units 
A = 
2 
1 + B 
If a : = ag, Nilsson's expression (reference 3, equation hi) for the radial 
integrals can be used. 
Table 9- Some Radial Integrals 
•l" f R..(Pa) D+ R B 5 ( P l ) r adr = (gf (2A - l) 
If % = ag, then both the above integrals = [-75- J . 
r B ^ / 11 9 
a l ' 
B S / 13 11 
If aj = , both = 1. 
a x
4
 J R43(P2) Rbs(PI) R 3 D R = 3 sfZ f 7B 9B 3 + 7B 11BS I 
75 
Table 9. Some Radial Integrals (Continued) 
% J W p 3 ) D+ r dr = ( - 5 7 5 - ^ 
7 B + 2 7 B 8 H B a ~[ 
A 1 1 / 2 A ^ J 
3 
I f a x = a s > b o t h = T-^ =r . 
r] 5B 8 + IUb 5B 
« i 8 J R 4 2 ( p 2 ) B _ - R i l ( , x ) r 2 dr - - 221_^ 13B 
9 . ^
 L 22 ^ \ 9 9 _ B S 1 
A 1 
+
 7X1/2 ^
 + - B ^ ; - y - ™ j 
If a i - ag > both •« /2" • 
- l 4 J W P s ) H B 1 ( P l ) r*dr - l / C T g ^  - ^ 
3 + 28B + 7 B a 9 5B + 7B 3 99 B a 
2 A 9 / s 5 A n / s + 10 A i 3 / s 
* i a J W P 2 ) D+ R B x ( P i ) r * d r = 
5 /ST r 3 3, 5_LJ4B 
8 L a 5 7 2 " " 2 a 5 / s 
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Table 9« Some Radial Integrals (Concluded) 
6 + 25B + 3B S 3 + 56B + 35BS 
+ 7/2 2A' 
9 / 2 
9 ( B + ^ B s ) 7n72 2 9 9 B 1 0 A 1 3 / 2 
If aj = ag, both = . 
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Kotani Parameters 
When the radial approximation is used, the expressions for the 
beta decay observables are often written in the form which uses the 
Kotani parameters. They are defined in Table 10 in terms of some of the 
commonly used symbols for the nuclear matrix elements. 
For the case ax = ag, the Kotani / \ parameter can be reduced to 
a compact form by using Table 9 and Table 7. 
r 
2R 
0 0 
J <V!°.p> r s dr 
o 
2V 1
 8 
r 3 dr 
az M 
2(.U285)
 Ai hi 
«
Z
 " '^TZ [l - I 6s - g 6 3 ] 1 / 6 
68.8 l 
z
 [ i - i ' - j i ' r 
which agrees with Tuong' s^ results where there i t has been assumed 
6 w 0, and where here we have the transition N^  = 5 -» N^ , = U. 
Up until now, the 6 we have used is the 6 of the Nilsson 
paper. It is related to the e of the Nilsson paper by 
Table 10, The Definition of the Kotani Parameters 
X •= - — 
' 'B: . 
C y M(r) 
C A M(B ) 
_ 1 
2C. J < V -
r 3 dr 
o> r adr c A /e 
K dr 
dr 
U = 
1 oxr 
B. . 
J U 
i M(0xr) 
M(B. .) 
H 1- 0> r 3dr 
/2~ ^ o 1 . ^ r adr 
1 
/6~ 
dr 
dr 
2R 
A = NS 
1 2 RNS M ^ 
Q& M(r) 
2R. NS p> r dr 
G*Z M r 3dr 
2R NS 
<*Z f2 
MA dr 
dr 
-3 
oo 
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<%(S) = h
 A 16 AT 
- 3 6 " 2 7 J 
Unfortunately, the € of the Nilsson paper is the 6 of the 
(3) 
Mottelson-Nilsson paper. 
To see the sensitivity of the Kotani parameters, we calculate 
them for various Nilsson parameters for the decay of
 s g T m 1 7 0 . Note, on 
Figures 3 and k of Mottelson and N i l s s o n ^ that, even when the T] of 
the proton is equal to the T] of the neutron, the 5 of the proton is 
not equal to the 6 of the neutron. 
Here, as suggested hy Gallagher and Solovier,^ 2 ^ we use the same 
Nilsson states as T u o n g . ^ That is , the odd proton is in the state 
i + [kill] = \k% #V3 > , and the odd neutron is in the state i - [5211] 
- |5I #63 > • In the final state, both protons are in the ^ + [1+1U] 
state. The Kotani parameters are also calculated using the Faessler and 
(22) 
Shelihe wave functions as suggested "by Bogdan. ' The odd proton is 
in the state - J [ 1+1-1] and the odd neutron is in the state [ 521] . In 
the final state, both protons are in the - [1+1-1] state. When Bogdan 
wrote the expansion coefficients for the i [521] state, he actually used 
the coefficients for the j$ [501] state. The Kotani parameters were cal­
culated for this transition as well. Actually on the energy level plot, 
the i [501] state should represent the 1 2 5 t h neutron, not the 1 0 1 s t neutron. 
8o 
Table 11 . The Kotani Parameters for Various Nuclear Parameters for 
the Decay of Tm 1 7 0 
4 - [521i] - 4 + [Un i ] X U A 
\ N^ P PP 
B 
h 0.^5 ^ 0.55 1 -0.098 1+.23 O.986 
1.003 -0.102 U.19 1.076 
6 0.U5 U 0.55 1 -0.12U 1.73 0.992 
.997 -0.113 1.79 1.270 
k 0.U5 6 0.55 1 0.060 2.79 O.986 1.011 0.052 2.87 I.292 
6 0.^5 6 0.55 1 -0.036 1.52 O.992 
-0.039 1.52 0.921 
6 0.70 6 0,55 1 -0.359 2.13 0.992 
1.005 -O.366 2.15 O.996 
* C 5 2 1 ] n ^ 
- -4 P = 0.3 1 0.U17 -O.U36 0.992 
4 [501] -  4 [ M - I L p = 0,3 1 -0.267 0,265 0.992 
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CHAPTER IV 
(JLKKv) 
1
 Oi. (JLKKv) +
 1 
°tt (JLKKv) 
.00 
> ~ dr > 
o J V 
and finally assuming the electron sees a uniform charge distribution and 
THE CALCULATED VALUES OF BETA DECAY OBSERVABLES 
FOR R e 1 8 6 AND Tm 1 7 0 
In this chapter the values obtained from experiment wil l be 
compared with those obtained using the two particle intrinsic wave 
functions of Chapter I I I for the f irst forbidden beta decay of R e 1 8 6 
and T m l 7 p , which both have the same decay scheme as given in Figure 1. 
The observables are calculated using the terms kept by Morita 
and Morita, f irs t using the radial approximation, i . e . 
f»°° T -A. (JLKKv)-, r» • , 
A. (JLKKv) < 0 T > r s dr - - i — 7 — <Q_ > r dr 
J 0 1 J L r L 4 N S J 0 J 
then using what wil l be called the "Buhring approximation 
p » pA. (JLKKv)-, 
J AjL( JLKKv) <0j > r s dr [-^-^ { 
0
 \ s 
•L \ ( l « (JLKKv). p« L S + L 
,
 1
 Oi. (JLKKv)v I2 + °0i. ( JLKKv)/ JN < 0 J > T d r 
'X °0<A JLKKv)/ L 
8 2 
numerically performing these integrals as discussed in Chapter I I . 
Since the calculated beta-gamma Ag coefficient for Tm 1 7 0 does not 
agree with the experimental value, these observables are calculated for 
various in i t ia l and final nuclear shapes as well as for two cases of the 
Faessler and Sheline wave functions which were used by Bogdan. 
The wave functions used are the same as Tuong's and are l isted 
in Table 1 2 . 
The f irst observable one can calculate using these wave functions 
is the difference in energy between the in i t ia l and final energy levels 
of the transforming nueleon. 
(3) 
I, For example, from the energy level diagram in the Nilsson paper 
for the parameter T| = 6 , corresponding to the decay of Tm l 7 G , the energy 
of the i - # 6 3 state is 6 . 1 HD 0(Q) , and tfye £ + # + 3 state is 5 . ^ 5 Hu 0 (§) , 
/ K 1 6 x 1 / 6 
with 6 = . 2 9 . Where H U 0 ( S ) is defined as Tw0 (L - - 6a - 2 7 S3J and 
hcu0 ~ HI/A* MeV. Hence for A = 1 7 0 
E. - E = . 6 5 —i—3T i -TT = 4 . 9 MeV 
1
 f (I70) l / a ( 1 - . 1 2 7 ) L / E 
This does not agree with the energy liberated experimentally 
AE = m ec a + T max = ( . 5 1 1 + . 8 3 3 ) MeV = 1 . 3 ^ MeV 
When using the adjusted energy level diagram for protons in the Mottel-
son-Nilsson paper again for T\ = 6 , the energy of the - # 6 3 state is 
again 6 . 1 Bu0(6) where 6 = . 2 9 and the J + ^ 1 1 state is 5 .1+5 hu)0(6) where 
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Table 12, The Wave Functions and End Point Energies Used 
for the Decay of Tm l 7 G and R e 1 8 6 
For ggTm1 
1 7 0 
101 neutron 
69 and 70 proton 
Mottelson & Nilsson, 
Faessler & Sheline 
Notation 
4 - [521J] 
4 + [hiu] 
Nilsson 
Notation 
4 - 63 
4 + 3^ 
For 7
 BRe 
1 8 6 
111 neutron 
75 and 76 proton 
I - £5121] 
^ + [k02i] 
3 
* - 62 
S.+ 31 
From Dulaney, et ,al (2^ ) 
T T . E 
max max 
in keV 
i - I i - f I - f 
Tin*70 883 967 84.2 
R e 1 8 6 93^  1071 137 
Half life- of inter­
mediate state 
10"9 sees 
1.6 
0.5 
i - I i - f 
22 78 
23.1 73.0 
6 = ,36 remembering that the 6 in the Mottelson-Nilsson paper is the e 
of the Nilsson paper, where e is related to the 6 of the Nilsson 
paper by 
6MN = 6N + I 6 N 2 
and 0 
U) 0 ( e ) = <tto(l + 5 e 2 ) 
E± - E f = k.6 MeV 
Doing the same thing for R e 1 8 6 , one gets similar results. 
Comparison of the observable for the three different ways of evalu­
ation of the radial integral is given in Table 13 for the case of the de­
cay of Tm 1 7 G , where 
4P = \ = (2TT)a (C^ g)a j a 3 |H' |a dW 
"8s- 1 
and where the normalized shape factor is normalized to p = 1. We see 
1 1 3 
that at p = 1 the radial approximation gives an absolute shape |H'| 
1 13 
th,at is 10 percent too large, which means that, if |H' | is consistently 
10 percent larger for a l l momenta when using the radial approximation, 
then the half l i f e calculated wil l be 10 percent smaller using the radial 
approximation. Similarly, using the Buhring approximation, one would 
calculate a half l i f e that would be four percent smaller than the value 
obtained by numeriqally evaluating the radial integral. 
We see that using either approximation, the error introduced in 
the normalized shape factor is about two percent. 
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Table 131 Comparison of Calculated Observables for Tm' 170 
I - [521] 
n = 
ii = 
6 = 
6 
0.U5 
0.29 
+ [ M l ] 
6 = 
6 
0.55 
O.29 
I O 1 5 | H ' | 3 
N g (p = 2.k) 
Ng (p = 1) 
Ag (p = 1 ) 
Ag (p = 2.h) 
Morita and 
Morita 
Approximation 
3.^9 
1.12 
-0.013^ 
-0.0U03 
Two Term 
Buhring 
Approximation 
3.29 
1.12 
-0.0138 
-O.Oi+lU 
Numerical 
Calculation 
3.17 
-O.OIU5 
-Q.0k2k 
\ 
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In calculating the Ag coefficient, we see the error introduced 
using the radial approximation is about six percent, whereas the Buhring 
approximation introduces only about three percent. 
These errors, for this particular case, are typical of what was 
encountered for the other cases calculated in this paper. 
Figure 8 gives a comparison of the values of the Ag coefficient 
(2k) 
measured by Dulaney, et al . versus those calculated using the above 
wave functions obtained from the Mottelson-Nilsson paper both with and 
without the radial approximation. 
The Ag c o e f f i c i e n t was a l s o e v a l u a t e d f o r v a r i o u s N i l s s o n parameters 
to test its sensitivity and the results are indicated in Table Ik. It 
was also evaluated using the Faessler and Sheline wave functions that 
were used by Bogdan. Actually, Bogdan used the 4 [501] wave function 
st 
for the 101 neutron where, according to Faessler and Scheline, this 
should describe the 1 2 5 ^ neutron. 
Notice that at high momentum (p = 2.k) the Ag coefficient changes 
by a factor of two depending on the in i t ia l and final Nilsson parameters. 
When looking at the Faessler and Sheline results, i t must be re­
membered that they tabulated their wave functions for A = 185 not for 170 
nucleons that are in 1 ggTm 1 7 0 . Using the [521] wave function wh ich 
st 
should represent the 101 neutron, i t even gives the wrong sign on the 
Ag coefficient, whereas using the [501] wave function, which represents 
th 
the 125 neutron and lies a couple of MeV higher, we get about the ex­
perimentally observed value. 
The comparison of the normalized shape factor with experiment is 
Figure 8. Coefficient for Tm 1 7 0 
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Table Ik, The Ag Coefficient for Tm17 
p = 1*0 p = 2.1+ 
For the Mottelson-Nillson Wave Functions 
4 - [ 5 2 1 ] -4 +• [i+ii] \ H Tl P P 
6 0 . 7 0 6 0 . 5 5 - 0.011+5 - 0.01+26 
6 0.1+5 6 0 . 5 5 - 0.011+6 - 0.01+26 
1+ 0.1+5 6 0 . 5 5 - 0 ; 0 1 1 1 - 0 .0225 
6 0.1+5 1+ 0 . 5 5 - O.Oll+l - 0.01+11+ 
1+ 0.1+5 1+ 0 . 5 5 - 0.0101+ - 0 .0305 
For the Faessler and Sheline Wave Functions 
4 [ 5 2 1 ] n - - 4 [ M - i ] p 
+ 0 . 0 0 1 2 + 0 . 0 0 6 8 
4 [501] n - - 4 [ * a - i ] p 
- O.Ql+57 - 0 . 1 3 5 
8 9 
just as bad as that of the Ag coefficient for this decay. Experimentally 
i t is observed that this has an allowed shape, i . e . , the normalized shape 
factor is independent of energy (N (p) = l ) . Calculating the normalized 
s 
shape factor for a l l the above in i t ia l and final Nilsson parameters, one 
obtains 
N (2.1+) 
However, using the Nilsson wave functions, we get much better 
agreement for the decay R e 1 8 6 , as shown in Figures 9 and 10 for T] = 6 
Again the error introduced using the radial approximation is small 
(r one percent) for the normalized shape factor. Again the absolute 
shape, | H ' | 3 is much more sensitive to the radial approximation, but this 
time i t is 15 percent smaller, which means that, i f | H ' | s is 15 percent 
smaller over a l l momenta, the half l i f e calculated using the radial ap­
proximation will be 15 percent too large. 
Using the radial approximation to calculate the Ag coefficient 
for this case, we get a result that is five percent too large. The cal­
culated Ag coefficient probably does not f i t the experimental results as 
well as indicated in Figure 10, because the expressions used for the cal­
culation of the Ag coefficient assumed that the intermediate state de-
caye'd immediately where experimentally i t takes a half of a nanosecond. 
So if anything, one would expect that the calculated Ag coefficient would 
be greater than that observed since the intermediate state wil l have some 
time to randomize i tself . 
Re 1 8 6 
Os 1 8 6 I Data from Dulaney, et al . 
Radial approximation 
X Numerical integration 
(2fc) 
1 
I 
1.5 2.0 2.5 W = (1 + p 2 ) * 
Figure 9. The Normalized Shape for Re1 
o.o&l-
0. O l d -
Data from Dulaney, et al . 
Radial approximation 
Numerical integration 
(2k) 
W = (1 + p 2 ) i 
1.5 2.0 2.5 
Figure 10. The Ag Coefficient for R e 1 8 6 ^ 
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On Figure 11 is a plot of the normalized shape factor for the 
beta decay of R e l 8 S to the ground state of O s 1 8 6 . Again the error intro­
duced by using the radial approximation is small and again the absolute 
shape is more sensitive to the'radial approximation. For this case, i t 
is nine percent low, indicating that the half l i f e calculated using the 
radial approximation would be nine percent too large. Hence, the ratio 
of half lives of the decay to the f irst excited state of 0 s 1 8 S relative 
to the decay to the ground state would be six percent too large i f the 
radial approximation is used. 
Radial approximation 
X Numerical integration 
1.1 
1.0 
* 
0.9 
•W = (1 + p 3 ) * 
1.5 2.0 2.5 
Figure 11. The Normalized Shape for the Decay of Re 8 6 to the Ground State of 0s] 
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CHAPTER V 
COMMENTS AND CONCLUSIONS 
As seen in Chapter IV, the observables calculated, for similar 
beta decays of R e 1 8 6 and Tm l 7 G - are relatively insensitive to the radial 
approximation for the nuclear wave functions used. The error introduced 
using the radial approximation to calculate the Ag coefficient and the 
normalized shape factor are within experimental error. The calculation 
most sensitive to the approximation is the absolute shape which can be 
used to determine the half l i f e . However, the ratio of the half l i f e 
of the decay to the f irst excited state to the half l i f e of the decay to 
the ground state is much less sensitive. Hence the bad f i t for the Ag. 
coefficient of Tm 1 7 0 is not due to the radial approximations but to the 
nuclear wave function used. 
This insensitivity is due to the largest terms in the calculation 
being insensitive to the approximation. For instance, the largest term 
appearing in the calculation for the shape is the term 
L 
which in the radial approximation is -proportional to 
Jo F/ n j t G-i 
r 
9 5 
- Jo G ^ i 1 ®\ 
For the decay of Tm l 7 e with p = 1 the percent error introduced by the 
radial approximation into the magnitude of these terms is tabulated 
below. 
For the r term 
—• —• 
i oxr term 
—» 
Qi term 53fo 
Using the Kotani parameters given in Table 11, for this case we 
have the values 
2R, 
r NS 
<*Z J 
l Qi 
i oxr =- 20 
Since the magnitude of the J i oxr term is about 20 times the 
size of the other two, i t dominates the 
I IM1L 
term appearing in the shape calculation. 
Similar results are obtained when one looks at the largest term 
in the Ag coefficient, i . e . 
IM1L I M 1L'* ( " 2 1 ) 
L L' 
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term is just about the same -
term in the radial approxima-
For the same conditions as above, the error introduced by the radial 
approximation is 
for the J r term -lk<f0 
and for the [ i oxr term 2% 
The error introduced into the ( l l ) 
as the ^ M 1 L (-11) term. The M 1 L (-21) 
tion is proportional -to 
These results are consistent with the arguments of Chapter I I and 
Figure 7« On those graphs, we see that M and M. suffer cancellation 
while does not. The reason that there is less error in using the 
•» 
radial approximation for the r term in the M,T (-21) term than in 
J 1L 
GR F 
the (-11) term is that the slope of - ^ j 8 - is smaller than in 
the region zero to 2R . 
JNB 
To get an idea of the sensitivity of individual terms to the ap­
proximations, let us look at the term 
1(0) = F_x <0 T L> r 2 dr 
Using the radial approximation, this is about equal to 
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or the Buhring approximation 
For the above case the results are 
i R ( ? ) 
= 0.51 I (?) 
= 0.82 I (?) 
I R ( i sxr) 
= 1.05 I (i oxr) 
^ ( i oxr) = l.Oll- I ( i oxr) 
= 1-53 I (3) iBG) 
= 0.75 I («) 
Wow apparently the usual two term Buhring approximation that is 
used is for this particular case 
which for the above case yields 
I B ' ( r ) = 1.15 I (r) 
I ' ( i oxr) = 1.01 I (i oxr) a 
I '(a) = 1.37 I (ar) 
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This is surprizing because of its sensitivity and, since in Chapter I I , 
we saw that the average between, treating the lepton part as a constant 
and using the two term Buhring expansion better f i ts the value obtained 
by numerical techniques. 
In conclusion, we see that the discrepancy between the experi­
mentally observed Ag coefficient and that calculated using the two par­
t i c le Nilsson wave functions for the decay of Tm 1 7 0 is not due to the 
radial approximation. 
The above analysis suggests two methods to test the validity of 
the radial approximation for p a r t i c u l a r c a l c u l a t i o n s . The f irst method 
is indicated in Chapter II where the nuclear contribution to the matrix 
element is plotted. If the dominant terms in the calculation suffered 
cancellation, then the radial approximation would be invalid. 
The other and perhaps easier method would be to calculate the ob­
servable using the radial approximation and also using the two term 
Buhring approximation. 
It appears that the "averaged" or the "usual" two term Buhring 
approximation works equally well, even though the averaged better f i t s 
the numerical values of the lepton values. If there is an appreciable 
difference between these two calculations, i t would indicate that prob­
ably both approximations are in error, Then, not only would the radial 
integrals have to be evaluated numerically, but some of the smaller terms 
appearing in ^ (KK ) , which were neglected in Chapter I , would 
L 
probably now be significant. 
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APPENDIX I 
In order to calculate any beta decay observables, the matrix 
element EL. must be evaluated. I i 
Here an expression for this matrix element wil l be developed using 
the V-A law and assuming the nucleons can be described by non-relativistic 
wave functions. The method employed wil l give the same results to order 
/ (9) 
l/m that Rose and Osburn obtained using the Foldy-Wouthuysen trans­
formation. 
The V-A beta-decay matrix element as given by Konopinski (refer­
ence 5, p. 120) is 
The relations for the Dirac operators in Konopinski*s notation are as 
follows. 
H I i = } \
 H
 \
 dT
 = J hdT 
A 
+ h.c . ) \JL d T 
Y = (-i 0 Y - , P) 
Y Y + Y Y = 2 6 |4Y 
= 1 
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Y B = Yi Y 3 Y 3 Y 4 = -9i = - ( ° Q ) 
3 - Y 3 - O 
a = - a Y B = Pi© = ( ^ Q ) 
The lepton current can be written in terras of the electron and 
neutrino wave functions as 
Ja (EV) = C (± Z) P Ya/ 1 2 75 C ; F° R E+ EMISSION 
Suppressing the sum over the A nucleons and the isotopic spin 
operator T + a , and dropping the hermitian conjugate (h.c.)> which de­
scribes positron emission, the Hamiltonian density can be rewritten as 
+ ^ + ( C Y - C A V b ) * ± t e + (1 ± Y B ) Y V C } 
Since the nucleons, electrons, and neutrinos are spin one-half 
particles, their wave functions should satisfy the Dirac equation 
W\|r = ( c a ' p + 0mc3 + V) i|r 
Using \jf = ( Y ) , the Dirac equation can be written as 
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» (v) • {<= (°. o°)- • - 3 (o - i) • v} © 
Solving for v one gets 
1 
v
 VW-V + mc 3/ 
Following Konopinski (reference 5> p« 22k), a good approximation 
for nucleons in a nucleus should he 
|V| « mc3 and |p| « mc 
Hence the nucleon wave function can be approximated by 
*-(e)u 
Using this approximation and defining 
A = t e + (± Z) * (± 1 + Y b ) t v ° 
and A 4 = t e + (± Z) (1 ± Y B ) t v ° 
then h can be written as 
h
--M(s^ W+{<v + v>-* 
• ( C V - C A Y B ) A . } (flf) U ± 
X 
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We'now keep terms fof up to order l/m tsince l/m 3 terms give con­
tributions of the same order as l/m terms would in second order pertur­
bation theory. Using m^  °- nu = M and the following identities 
0*p C*q = p*q + 1 O ' (p X q) 
p - W . A)'= U t p.A + A-p U± 
p X (U± A) = U ± p X A - A X p U 
the Hamiltonian density can be rewritten as 
H
 - ~H ICY < A ' u i + K u i + u i + u i M5'A + 1 V 3 V L F E * A ) 
+ CA A-U T + 0 U. + C„ A* U T + U. A I l V ^ I I 
This Hamiltonian density with non-relativistic nuclear wave func-
(9) 
tions agrees with that of Rose and Osburn, who used a Foldy-Wouthuysen 
transformation. If only the f irst term in the parenthesis is kept, the 
non-relativistic limit of the nuclear operators can be written as 
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APPENDIX II 
In this section, a multipole expansion wil l be made for the lepton 
contribution, A ( A , ^ ) , to the beta decay matrix element, for the elec­
ts 
tron seeing a spherical potential. Angular momentum seems to be a good 
quantum number for nuclear states. Hence, nuclear states are presented 
in a spherical representation. Thus the natural representation for the 
leptons would also then be the angular momentum representation. 
To expand the lepton contribution 
The neutrino is treated as a free particle and has a momentum q and 
spin 0^  along q. It is a plane-wave, which can be expanded in spheri­
cal waves to yield (reference 7> P« 1059) 
A = TQ (± Z) g (± 1 + Y B ) TV 
A* = t e + (± Z) (1 ± Y B ) * v ° 
we make a multipole expansion of the electron and neutrino wave functions. 
D 
(Jl Js Ja : m i % 1% ) is the Clebsch-Gordan coefficient. 
10k 
The total angular' momentum quantum number is j , JL is the orbital 
angular momentum, and g = H the spin. D ,^ is the rotation matrix. &
 mm 
Q 
f is the charge conjugate wave function for anti-particles and is re-
(5 13) 
lated to the Dirac wave function by ' 
I|J is the solution of tha.JD.irac...equationJfor a central f ield 
V - \ ir (r) x^ J 
where F and G are real, and i|r^  is an eigenstate of the Dirac an­
gular momentum operator 
a n d J Z *Kp, = V- V 
K has the following eigenvalues and relations. 
K = ± 1, + 2 - — 
J = M - * 
( j + 4 = K ; K>0 U - 4 = - (K + 1) ; K < Q X = 
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The "spinor spherical harmonic" (reference 5> P' 60) is defined 
as 
m=±i 
Where Y is the spherical harmonic and the spinors are 
= (o ) a n d x . | = (°) 
F and G satisfy the coupled pair of f irst order Dirac radial 
equations 
dFK K - 1 
d F = —
 FK ' ( W - l - V ( r ) ) GK(r) 
dGK K + 1 
— = - GK + (W + 1 - V(r)) F K (r) 
(1*0 
These are the same differential equations that Bhalla and Rose have 
used. 
For free massless particles 
W + 1 - V(r) - W = q 
and the solutions, of these equations are the spherical Bessel functions 
3Z (<ir). 
Hence, for the free massless neutrino 
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FK Li 
n |i +i+X - j 
J R
 X
-k -n 
1 1
 v p v 
where this has been normalized to 
•K^(W*) +K (W) d'T = 6(W - W ) 
so that the density of states equals one 
P v (W) = 1 
The electron is described at large distances as a distorted plane 
(7) 
wave of momentum p and spin cr , which can be expanded as 
•e(par) = J e _ l A K /lm (21 + 1) (X fcj:0©v) (Z - p) tK>Jb 
where the phase shift describes the distortion of the plane wave for 
(1*0 
a spherical potential and is evaluated by Bhalla and Rose for a 
uniformly charged daughter nucleus. 
The spherical wave function used is. 
/_W_\^ / GK XK|i \ 
which is normalized in the energy scale 
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f V + ( W ) D T S 6 ( W " W , ) 
so that the density of states if unity (p e(W) = l ) . The F and G 
are normalized to unity in a sphere of unit radius 
J (F K S + G K 3 ) r a dr = 1 
which is the same as the Bhalla and Rose normalization of the F's and 
G's which they tabulate. 
With these expressions for the electron and neutrino wave functions, 
the A 4 lepton contribution can be rewritten using-(reference 5> p» 17^) 
X K , i X K V = I 6L+je+je',even ( " ^ + * P L ( j j , ) 
L 
(jj'Lrn - v,' M) YL_M 
X
- K | i X - K | i ' = X K n X K V 
and defining the following 
D T T T J = D(K K | r | ) 
K 
= 0 X ( i r ) GK(r) - -j*- JT F K (r) 
V V V 
A*(LL K - K ) a ± 5 D(K K ) 
^
x
 v' i*4 v+L,even v v' 
K 
+ i H7^~ Sv» i. r D(K - K ) K tot +L,even v v y 
K 
Note that A ^ L K - K ) ^ ! A 4 (LL K K ) for e + . 
Thus after simplification 
PL(d0v)(J0vL:^vM) Y ^ ^ f l L K K ) 
With this, the A 4 lepton contribution is 
A. - 1 % (£) e U K ^(2i + i)(2i + i) B J * ( Z - P ) 
D,, i ( Z - 4 ) ( i t d : 0 « ) ( i v * V 0 V v > " " V > l W 
(Jd vL:W* vM) Y L . M A.(LL K K ) 
Similarly, an expression for the A term may be developed using 
the following relations and definitions (reference 5, p. 177)-
L J 
V ^ M {(J1L-.000) + W J ( J J ' ) ( J1L:1-10)} 
where w 0 ( j j ' ) = 0 
W T ( J J . ) „ 2* + 1 + ^ ^ l ) ( - ) £ ! ^ ; J / O 
J
 ^ J ( 2 J + 1 ) 
L 
VJ^J is the "vector spherical harmonic" (reference 5> P' 106) 
'L 
m'=o,_i 
V _ _ = Y ' (LlJ:m - m', m*, m) YT , e , 
where the spherical unit vectors are defined as 
e 0 = er 
e ± i e 
% _ _x y 
±1 " ~7f 
Their properties are 
e -e s 6 , = (_)
 e -e , 
m m mm -m m 
e x e , = i /2 ( l l l:m m'n) e 
m m n 
= 0 for m = m' 
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These "vector spherical harmonics" are related to the irreducible 
M * - ( 1 0 ) 
spherical tensors, T (r B), of Rose and Osborn. 
JL 
T J L ( r B ) » j _ (lLJ :-m', m ' + « , m) Y L > m , + m ^ . ( B ) 
where r ( 3 ) = | B | T ( £ ) 
T h e r e f o r e V ^ - I . (-f^ (%f T » B ) 
The definitions introduced are 
D<K V = ^ GK + JTT 3j FK 
v I vl v 
D J L(K K v) = D(K K V ) (jlL:000) + D ( K K )^ Wj(jjJ(J1L:1-10) 
A(JLK = D J L(K K V ) ± i V K " V + L , even * 
for e 
Note that 
K 
A(JLK - K ) = + i - ^ T A(JLK K ) for e* 
v 
Using the above, the A lepton term can be rewritten as 
I l l 
Table 15. The A. (JLKK ) for the Decay l" -* 2 + 
A4(JLKK^) 
i (J0G1 + JxFx) 
- (JoF-i - JiG-x) 
- (jo^s - J 1 Q 3 ) 
i (0©G_s + JiF-a) 
- (J1F1 - j 2 Gi) 
i (J1G-1 + Oa F -l) 
0 -2 
0 -1 
A (-JLKK ) 
/ J ( jo F l + i J1G1) 
- i / J (JoG-i ~ § J1F-1) 
- i 2 
/3 
- i 2 
/3 
2 
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Table 15. The A.(JLKK ) for the Decay l" - 2 + (Concluded) 
J 
v 
A(JLKK )^ 
1 1 1 1 
1 1 - 1 1 - /2~ ( j 0 F_! + J!G-i) 
1 -2 (JoG-2 - J l F - 2 ) 
1 -1 
(J1F1 + JgGi) 
1 ±1 0 
-2 
1 -1 
-1 
To" w o ^ - s " 5 
/ l o U l 1 5 ; 
-1 T i t ( J l G - 1 " "*5 * 0 
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V I^K; / W \ 4 \ J* j 
A = L E M £ ) y(2X +• L)(2i + 1) D (Z -» P ) D ( Z - q . ) 
( I * d : 0 « * ) U V 4 J v : 0 V v ) ( . ) V V P j ( j J v ) ( J D JiW^M)
 V j _ M A ( J L K K V ) 
Now the beta decay Hamiltonian density can be written as 
V, * S V ^ C ^ + V * - J V + * V DJ (Z - P ) D " V (Z - Q) 
P J ( J J ' ) ( J J ' J : H M . V M ) 
+ 6 J L A . ( J L « V ) Y L _ M U X + ( C Y + C A U . 
+ 6JL 2 ^ U I + ' V P ( A * ' ' T T K < V ) W 
The f irst two lines are the terms usually considered. To simplify the 
last three terms, the following relations wil l be used, where the D 
operators are defined as 
D (L) = ± - i 
-
v
 dr r 
D (L) . f + t i l . D (L) + ?L±1 
+ v ' dr r - r 
The gradient formula is (reference 25, p. 12*+) 
V FAIUXKJ YL_J = . gj^ -y* D_(L) A^LLK^) 
+
 (aTT)* VM Vl> A.(LLKKV) 
The divergence formula is (reference 25, p. 13I+) 
V . { A ( O X K K V ) V ^ M ) . 6 J L + I (KJ^F
 YL+I^_M B_(L) A ( J L K , V ) 
The curl formula is 
9 x { A ( J L K K V ) V ^ J = 
/(L+ J + 3 ) ( L - J + 2 ) ( L * J ) ( J - L + 1 ) N * ^
 ( L ) A ( J L K K } 
V U (2L + 1)(2L + 3 ) I J " M - v y 
..LI 
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+ ((*• + J + g)fr + J + l ) ( J - L + g ) ) * V L - ' D ( L ) A (JLKK ) \ K (2L + l)(2L - 1) / J-M +K J K v y 
The following definitions are made. 
MJJMV) = I L C V { A 4 ( J J K K V ) 
D J ( J L K K V ) = i L { c A A ( J L K K ^ ) 
-
 6LJ-1 CA (2JTT) D+(J) ^(JJKKv) 
^ f n < (^L+J+2) (L-J+L) (L+J-l) (J-L+2) ^ 
+
 LCV V 1+ (2L+l)(2L-l) J 
D ( L - l ) A ( J , L - 1 , K K ) 
V J L > 0 
C ( L + J + 3 ) ( L + J ) ( L - J + 2 ) ( J - L + I ) ^ 
V ^ U (2L+l)(2L+3) / 
D + ( L+1) A ( J , L + 1 , K K J - } 
1 1 6 
D3 (JLKKJ - iL jV A(JLKK ) 
These D's are irreducible spherical tensors. The f irst term in Dx 
of the others. 
The Hamiltonian density can now be rewritten by performing a 
multipole expansion on the lepton contribution and be separating the 
radial lepton contribution (L\ (JLKK )^ from the spin and angular depen­
dence for a spherically symmetric potential. 
and Ds is the one usually kept, since the factor l/M reduced the size 
D (Z - p) D (Z - c i ) ( j e&J :O0s )U v i o v : O ( ? v 0 v ) ( o v J : ^ v M ) 
/{2l + 1)(2XV + l j 
Pj^v} J{Bi(JJKKv) Ui+ \ L J-M 1 
D3 (JLKK ) U T + V T L , / p U. + D4(JJKK ) U T + Y T -p U a v
 V I J-M ^ l * v I J-M 
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Table l 6 . The Lepton Radial Contributions for First Forbidden 
Beta Decay 
DidlKK^) = i C ^ d l K ^ ) 
2Mc /J [< +
 { & A ( l W K v ) + * ( f f + r ) A ^ 1 2 K K v } } 
DS(11KK ) = i C A A(lllCKv) 
' 2MT7f {°A ^  (DL - I) - CA + I) 
+ CV A(lOKKv) + C v + | ) A(l2KKv) 
D3(lOKKv) = ^ A(lOKKv) 
D 2(21KK v) = i C A A(21fC«g 
2Mc / J 
-
 C A * (h+I) ^ 22KV + c v ^ (a?+1) A<22KKV>} 
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APPENDIX I I I 
In this section the expressions for the electron shape and for 
the beta-gamma angular correlation coefficients will be simplified fo l -
(7) 
lowing the methods of Frauenfelder and Steffen. x ' 
For the decay indicated in Figure 1, the probability per unit 
time that an electron is emitted is given from f irst order perturbation 
theory by 
= J C(E) p(E) dE 
Here the notation and definitions of Chapter I have been used. Since, 
in Appendix I I , the lepton wave functions have been normalized in the 
energy scale, the density of final states is unity. Hence the proba­
b i l i ty of the electron decaying with energy E into the energy range 
dE per unit time is 
The probability, W(0,S), that immediately after the electron is 
emitted, a photon of spin S is emitted at an angle 8 with respect to 
the electron is given by^ ' 
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1
 Y $ m fm i m 
where we have assumed the nuclei are unpolarized and have averaged over 
the ini t ia l states. 
In terms of the density matrix introduced in Chapter I , these ex­
pressions can he rewritten as 
W(9,S) = 2 1 . + ' i I <m|pp|m'><m'|pY|m> 
i mm' 
x
 mm 
Here H has been set equal to one in rational relativist ic units, and the 
direction of emission of the electron has been integrated over the solid 
angle for the case when its direction is not observed. 
To simplify the density matrix, 3j symbols wil l be used for 
their ease of manipulation. 
The nuclear contribution can be simplified by using the Wigner-Eckart 
theorem 
f U T + 0 * UT r a dr dQ J Im JM I J I L 
(Continued) 
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(lm:0 -I .m.) r a dr JM i 1 
s J2T7TT ( _ ) J - I - m i (T t h) 
I \ M M - M . / 
<0 T> r s dr 
and the definition 
M JL (KK )^ = J r a dr (JJKK )^ <Yj> + D4(JJKK^) <Yj.g.p> 
( - ) L + J + 1 [D8(JLKKv) <Vj L .©> + D3(JLKKv) <Vj L .p> ] } 
Using the above and the expression for the density matrix in Ap­
pendix I I , one can write 
acyi^K K 'LILI'JL 
MM'K K ' LI LI 'J'L 
M . + T I . ' + V ^ ' + A - ^ - R - ' J - ; I ' + J + J ' - 2 I - 2 M I , ' ) (-) e K K 
[ ( 2 I + L ) ( 2 X ' + L ) ( 2 J T V + D ( 2 1 v ' + L)(2j + L ) ( 2 J F + - L ) ( 2 J V + L ) 
( 2 J V ' + 1)(2J + L)(,2J' + 1)1* P J ( J J V ) P J . C J ' J ^ ) 
VO A - A A O c -GAO a - A A O cr; - a , A(JL LI , -MA|I' -p, ' - M 7 v v 
PM P^. £ MB3* ( Z - P I B 3 ! ( Z - p ) D j ( Z - d ) D V ( Z - a J Vm M - m . / W M - M . / LIG U A * LI A LI A 
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This sum over the 17 indices can be reduced to eight indices if the 
following relations are used in the sequence given. 
Define A K K i 5 AK - A K , 
Use: 21 + 2nL = even; 
J Ji 0 iA 0 V 2j + 1 Ii LL ,1 J 
V V J V J V V V 
U -A O) ~ ^ 6 
v* 4 ©; /2(2J + 1) J>J±* 
' J 4 ^  - ± (-)
 6 
,-4*0/ /2(2J + 1) J'-*** 
y ,
 r 0 /j i iv j ' * ivj r k 
/ L
1
 v
"
y
 V 0 -a O A 0 - 0 O A 0 - 0 0 
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6 k+4+4 ' , even / J " , v J " J l 3 *e  / j J' k\ , N j+J *• 
2I» + 1 } 6 d^H V,j«±*\I-4 O> ("} 
3 
/{2Z + 1K21 + 1) 
|J,|J,VM v 
( n M ' - J ' - J - J V f J J ' k\fJ J ' k j \-M M* -a/lj' j JvJ 
M +J+J +k+M+m.-m 
Z. ^ \m' M' -nuA-M -m nuV\M -Mr aj 
m.MM* 1 1 
l 
k-I.-m 
~
 v ;
 W* -m a/lJ J' I.J 
Finally defining 
I j'+j+j -4 
[(2j + 1)(2J' + 1)(2J+ 1)(2J' + l ) ] * (-) V 
then the density matrix can be written as 
.3 ^ 21-1,+m+J+J1 
^ | P p | m . > = ^ £ ( . ) - i 2k + 1 
_ , 21. + 1 
kJJ' i 
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Note the 6 - j symbol gives" the condition | I -I^ |§J,J' g I + I 
Next, to simplify the expression for the shape, use 
D „ dfi = n 6 aO p /SFTT kO 
Vm m' 0/ /2JTT k© 
/ J J' 0 1 ( - ) 
y' J JJ / T o r -j ' J V /(2J + l)(2j + 1) 6JJ' 6JJ' 
and ^ 1 = 21 + 1. 
m 
Then 
J 
To get an expression for angular correlation coefficients, we use 
i 
the gamma decay density matrix (reference 8, p. 1022) 
r-n k-Ip-m-L ' * <n'|pY|m>= I (-) /3T^TCka (LL •) 
LL y kNa T 
12k 
where 
L. - i 
C k 0 ( L Y L Y ' ; S ) - S k (-) Y /(2k + l)(2L Y + l ) ^ ' + l ) ( £ Y 
Using the above and the following relations, the beta-gamma angular cor­
relation function can be simplified. 
S
-
 6aN V / I I k V j I k V_ vkk a a 
L , \mf -m a/\m' -m N 8 / " 2k + 1 
mm 
I DN0 ( Z 4 (Z Y) 88 Di (Y - P) 
N 
= \ (cos e ^ ) 
W(PY S) =
 2I>\- j_ ^  <n|pp|m'><5n'|pY|m> 
x mm 
A 0 k ? = i 
I ( - ) V L V F k ( L L • l f l ) < I f | | L | | l > < I f | | L 11^  
LL' 
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The A Q ' term is related to the shape by 
< I J I L . | | I > | S 
. 1 C j E l Y 1 f11 Y 0 IJr 2TT L 21 + 1 LY 
Hence the beta-gamma angular correlation coefficient can be rewritten as 
•JJ' 1 
where 
L -L ' 
V (-) V ' Y Fk(LYLY-Ifl)<If||Lv||lXIf||LY-[|l>* Y Y 2 |<I ||L |l>r 
L Y Y 
For pure multipole radiation (L '= L ') reduces to F^fLL 1.^ ,1). 
In summary, after performing some tedious Racah algebra, the ex­
pressions for the shape and beta-gamma angular correlation coefficients 
have been simplified. Note that A Q is proportional to the shape. 
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APPENDIX IV 
In this section, the explicit expressions for a l"(p) 2 + ( y ) 0 + 
decay wil l be written and compared with expressions given by Morita and 
Morita. For this beta decay the 6 - j symbol gives 
I . - I = 1 £ J,J' S 3 = I . + 1 
i ' i 
a n d t h e c o n t r i b u t i o n d u e t o t h e p u r e e l e c t r i c q u a d r u p o l e t r a n s i t i o n t o t h e 
A 8 ( ^ , Y ) coefficient is (reference 7, p . 1 1 9 7 ) 
A 2 ( Y ) = F s ( 2 2 0 2 ) = -
Putting this into the expressions developed in Appendix I I I , the 
shape and.Ag coefficient reduce to 
3 
. a 
J=i KTTV L 
A 
Z L | 2 P T ( j j J M (KK ) | J,J'=i KKX 
J=l
 K  L J v J L v 
W , e v e n ^ 
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[ (2,
 + i)(2,. + 1 ) ( 2 J + 1 ) ( 2 J . + JX} j' y 
L L 
Where now the M contains only the reduced nuclear matrix elements with JL 
the odd.parity operators since there is a change in parity of the in i t ia l 
and intermediate states. They are 
<Yi> , -cv^ -O , <V 1 ° .p> , <V 1 s -p> , 
, < V a a . o > , < V 8 s . p > , <Y 3a-p> , 
<Y 3 > , <V33.q> , <V3s-p>, and <V34-p> . 
Next we wil l make the following approximations which will reduce 
our expressions to those of Morita and Morita. 
Neglect the small radial lepton contributions 
•I ~ I K=±i,±a,±a ... K=±i,±a. K =±1+2+3 ... K =±i ,±a . 
K '=±1 +2 +3 ... K '=±1+2. 
Also neglect the terms 
j'IQSJ j'iF-3^  Js&i> j'aF-i> J'l^ l^  JiF-i> JiF2 } and j'iG-a 
which always appear added to a larger lepton contribution (see Table 15) 
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Also keep only the f irst term in the D's. 
Bi(JJKKv) - i J C y AjjJKK^) 
Dg(JLKK )^ i L C A A(JLKK^) 
Then keeping only the four reduced nuclear matrix elements <Yi> , 
^ i 1 - ^ , <V 1 ° .p> , and ^ a 1 - ^ , the M ^ terms are 
£ M I L ( K K V ) - J r s dr { i C y ^( l lKK^) <y x > - i C A A ( l l K ^ ) • d> 
+ ^ A ( l O K K v ) < V . p > } 
^ M 2 L ( K K v ) * J r 3 dr i C A A(21KK^) <VS1-G> 
and 
I M (KK ) - 0 3L 
L 
Using these approximations, the expression for the shape has been 
written for the above decay in Table 17• Making the further approxima­
tion 
3 Mr) 
' J T 1 * ' (21 + 1 ) ! ! 
for small momenta and making the radial approximation 
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r. t
 r A. (JLKK ) n J V ^ V <0J> ^ °* L-^TT^ <0 T L> r 3 + L d r 
NS 
and using the relations between the Morita and Morita nuclear matrix 
elements and ours (given in Table l ) , we can now compare this with the (h) 
Morita and Morita shape factor 
fl = - + m MM 
Doing this we get 
- % ' § (2ns)a ^ F t M ) W 4 « P 
Hence Morita and Morita's shape factor is proportional to the one de­
fined in Chapter I . 
Doing the same thing for the coefficient, which has been re­
written in Table 18, we get that our A3 coefficient is identical to 
Morita and Morita's 
1 3 0 
Table 1 7 - The Shape for a l " ( P ) 2 + Decay 
C = ( 2 N ) A g * ^ § C v s 
{ | J r s dr £- (joGx + j ^ ) <Ya> + ^ (JoGi - j 1 F 1 ) 
+
 J F <V 'P> } | 8 
+ | J r s dr {- i ( j 0 F_ 1 - ^G.i ) <YX> + i / 2 " ^ (j0F_i + ^ G ^ ) < V . o > 
4 / 3 ~ • « ^ , ^ •» is 
+ 2 
+ 2 
+ 2 
+ 2 
+ 3 
+ 3 
J r 8to {- i o 0F 3 < Y l > -±£3$- <Vx X -^ } | 3 
- i - ^ d G- <V -P> } | 
J
 { _ J G ^ S < Y l > _ ^ ^ < V . 0 > } | S 
[ r 3 dr {- i axFi <YX> - i ^ ^ } |' 
J r s d r {- JiG_j_ <Y1> + ^ ^ < V 1 1 . c > } | 
J r s dr i ^ j 0 F s <V g x .o> |'8 + 3 | J r s dr ^ j 0 G . 8 «rB
l
-*> 
- J r s dr i A j l F l <V2X.C3> I* + 3 | J r 2 dr ^ Ji^-i | 2 } 
1 3 1 
Table 1 8 . The Ag Coefficient for a 1 ~ ( 0 ) 2 + ( y ) 0 + Decay 
( 2 ^ ) A g' ^
 2 V 
A , ( P , Y ) cW^-3 L, 
LL 
J 2 [cos A i - s M 1 L ( 1 1 ) M 1 L , ( - 2 1 ) + cos L-L2 M ^ C L L ) .M^, ( 2 1 ) 
+ | M 1 L ( 2 L ) | A + | M 1 L ( - 2 L ) | A 
2 [cos As-x M 2 L ( 2 1 ) M ^ , ( 2 1 ) + cos A - 2 1 M 2 L ( - 2 L ) M ^ , ( l l ) 
- M 1 L ( 2 1 ) M 2 L , ( 2 1 ) - M 1 L ( - 2 1 ) M 2 L , ( - 2 1 ) 
+ | [ | M 2 L ( 2 L ) | A + | M 2 L ( - 2 1 ) | 2 ] } 
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